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BY MEGAN HANSEN

News editor
The bowling alley was sold
nearly two months ago, but
the space still sits vacant in
the basement of the Powell
Building.
"There are a lot of long-term
plans for the space." said Lance
Melching. Student Government
Association president.
A committee met Tuesday
morning to discuss options for
the space, Melching said.
Since the space is in the student center, it should be used
for students, Melching said.
"Eventually, we would like
to have a student group work
space," he said.
There has been discussion
to make the space something
"mall-like" with a hair salon
and other services, Melching
said.
"There is no money for that
type of plan though," Melching
said. "We all know the university has other things to do with
money."
The tentative plan is to put a
wireless computer center and
possibly a computer-technology classroom that would be
used by the Knglish department, he said.
Mona
Isaacs.
Interim
Director
of
Information
Technology
and
Delivery
Services, said her office is
proposing a wireless computer lounge where students can
bring their laptops.
"We would also like a drop-in

Computer lounge." Isaacs said.
"The lab upstairs in Powell gets
so much traffic; it would be
nice to have another lab."
Isaacs said they want to be
able to provide services to the
students but fit the needs of the
building as well.
"We have no definite plans
for the space," said James
Conneely, vice president of
Student Affairs. "No decisions
have been made as to what
(the space) will be."
Conneely said the committee recommends several things
for the space. He said it will
not just be a wireless computer
center.
"We will also have to look at
the financial feasibility for the
space," Conneely said.
Melching said information
technology has the money to
move ahead with the renovation of the space. When the
technology goes out of date,
the space will be turned into
something different.
James Street, director of
Facilities Services, said no matter what eventually goes into
the space, several renovations
will have to take place.
"The heating, venilation system and air conditioning all
need to be overhauled regardless as to what is done with the
space," Street said.
The electrical system will
have to be upgraded to support
whatever goes into the space,
and the lighting will need to be
improved, he said.
"It was originally constructed as a bowling alley, so parts
of it will have to be reconstructed to fit whatever goes in
there," Street said.

Reach Megan at
megatijia risen 4@eku. edu

Sewer-gas leak
forces evacuation
BY BRITTNEY HAYNES

Assistant news editor
The
Student
Services
Building
was
evacuated
Ihursday afternoon when an
odor was detected.
According to a police report,
Facility Services contacted
public safety at 1:05 p.m. to
report an odor coming from
the first floor computer lab.
Sandra Moore, a special
assistant to the provost in
the diversity office, said she
smelled ihe odor while leaving
the building.
"It didn't smell like anything
I smelled on a regular basis,"
Moore said. "I couldn't identify
the smell."
When Moore returned to
the building, she said she
could still smelled the odor.
Moore said the odor became
stronger while walking toward
the computer lab.
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(lina Wirtz. the senior
office associate in information
technology, reported
it to Facility Services when
Moore informed her there was
an odor. Wirtz said she was
concerned for the safety of
students.
The building was evacuated and the Richmond Fire
Department began to work on
determining what the odor was.
The building was searched
three times, said Assistant
Chief Buzzy Campbell of the
fire department.
A gas meter was used to
determine the odor was sewer
gas. I"he gas meter gave a
reading of 35 parts per million
outside the building, according to the police report.
The gas the meter read was
hydrogen sulfide, Campbell
said. "There should be 21 parts
per million to breath well.
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Carter Kolb, 22. a geography mapr from Cincinnati, lites up a cigarette at Woody s Restaurant and Bar downtown Tuesday night

Local group
encourages
smoke-free
environments
News editor
It's been more than a year
since the smoking ban. which
prohibits smoking in all public
buildings, went into effect in

Lexington.
"I don't go out to eat in
Lexington anymore," said
Noreena Presulto. a freshman psychology major from
Lexington, who smokes.
Recently, the Madison
County Health Department
began running commercials
with a restaurant employee
complaining about having to
wait tables in a smoking section.
"We're launching a media
ad campaign to educate people
on the dangers of second-hand
smoke," said Kelly Owens,
health educator and tobaccoprevention coordinator for
the Madison County Health
Department.
The health department has
given out surveys to the community to fill out about secondhand smoke and the effects it
has on the body.
"A majority of the people
who have responded said they
knew second-hand smoke was
bad for mem." Owens said.

Above: A sign at Madison
Gardens, a downtown restaurant and bar. directs
customers to the dome (or
smoke-free dining. Like
most restaurants and bars
in Richmond, Madison
Gardens allows smoking
inside.
Lett Larry Bumphrey holds
a cigarette while dining at
Madison Gardens.

Photos by
Nathan Gray Progress
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Professors, students study century-old stain at historic home
ii
BY ADAM BAKEB

Editor

Like a scene out of CSI, an
Eastern chemistry professor is
working to solve a 142-year-old
mystery.
Last Wednesday. Vernon
Stubblefield started investigating a century-and-a-halfold bloodstain in the historic
llerndon Home in Richmond.
The stain, buried under
some type of varnish on Ihe
second floor of the residence, is
said to be blood from an injured
Confederate soldier brought to
the home during the Battle ol
Richmond in 1862,

"Historically, it's a vei > inter

Nathan Gray/Progress
Vernon Stubblefield examines a stain at the historic Hemdon Home in Richmond. The 142-year-old stain
is believed to be a blood stain trom a Confederate soldier brought to the home in the 1800Y

esting situation," Stubblefield
said. The stain has kind of got
a little mystery about it. It's
been there a long time, so people have wondered about it."
Bob Moody, a member ol the
Battle of Richmond Association
and Madison County Historical
Society, said the home was
built in 1824. and the Storj ol

The stain has kind of got a little
mystery about it. It's been there
a Ions time, so people wondered
about it.
—Vernon Stubblefield
Chemistry professor

the injured solidei has been
passed down since the battle
in 1862
"My opinion i- it's a pretty
accurate local legend." he said
"Based on till-

people who

have passed it down "
Criminal-justice graduate

students participating in the
Kentucky Innocence IVojocI are
observing Sfubblcfield's investigation to learn more about
testing for traces "i blood
The Kentuckj Innocence

99
Project is a joint program with
the Kentucky
Department
ol Public Advocacy. It allows

students to investigate seri
oiis crimes where the person accused ol the crime has
exhausted all their appeals
and still claims to be innocent,
according to Bill Nixon, a criminal-justice pfofessorand faculty
coordinator tor the project.
Nixon said h«' has been

See STAIN, A3
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► News briefs

Happenings

Compiled by Eric Barrier

•FRIDAY
6 p.m
The women's basketball team will take on Radford at
McBrayer Arena in the second game of the EKU Comfort
Suites Tip-Off Classic

•SATURDAY
The OVC volleyball championship tournament will be held
through Monday at McBrayer Arena.
Noon
The Tip-Off Classic consolation game will be held at
McBrayer Arena
2 p m.
The Tip-Off Classic championship game will be held at
McBrayer Arena

• SUNDAY
7 p.m.
SUBS, a Bible study with tree food, will be held at the Baptist
Student Union

• MONDAY
8 am
Registration for the intramural three-point contest will be held
through 5 p.m. Tuesday
8 p.m.
The EKU Orchestra will hold a concert in Brock Auditorium.

Alumni association
seeking award
nominations
The alumni association is
seeking nominations for five
alumni awards, which include:
the Hall of Distinguished Alumni
Award, the Alumni Achievement
Award, the Distinguished
Service Award, the Outstanding
Alumnus Alumna Award and
tin' Young Alumni Award.
The Alumni
Executive
Council Honors Committee will
review .ill applications, which
require an information sheet
and a resume. For a copy of the
application form, send an e-mail
lo i9ckie.ballinger@eku.edu.

Faculty members
receive statewide
recognition
Four department of health
faculty members received

7 30 p.m.
The men's basketball team will take on Webster at McBrayer
Arena.

8 p.m
Collegiate Black Christians will host Minister Mario Radford
of Bracktown Baptist Church in the Meditation Chapel. The
event is open to the public.
8:12 p.m.
There will, be a worship service at the Baptist Student Union.

• WEDNESDAY
University offices will be closed for Thanksgiving Break.

The Cheer for the Cure
Committee will host the second-annual campus-wide Date
Auction at 9 p.m. Nov. 30 in
the Student Services Building
Auditorium. Cheer for the
Cure sponsors many activities to benefit breast-cancer

noon Dec. 3 in the Perkins
Building. The event will feature representatives from
WI.EX-TV and Lexmark, and
Debra Hoskins from Centre
College's Norton Center for
the Arts will give the keynote
address.
Registration is required
to attend, and the registration deadline is Nov. 23.
Registration is $5 for the noon
luncheon.

Eastern to host 12
schools for
special showcase
Students from 12 central
and southeastern Kentucky
school systems will attend
the
Student Technology
leadership Program Showcase
from 10 a.m.-l p.m. Thursday
in the Keen Johnson Building.
The public is invited to attend
froml 1 a.m.-noon.

Communication
department to host
career day
The department of communication's annual career day
will be held from 8:30 p.m.-

Student-affairs
information session
to focus on careers
An information session
for students interested in a
career in student affairs will
be held at 8 p.m. Nov. 30 in the
Kennamer Room of the PdWPlL
Building and at 4 p.m. Dec. 1 \^
in Student Services Building
Room 353. Students are invited
to attend either session, which
will cover graduate schools
and career placement.

Compiled by Brittney Haynes

'The following reports were
filed with Eastern's Division of
Public Safety.

Amanda Stevens reported
a vehicle's rear windshield
was shattered in the Student
Services Building parking lot.
Nov. 7
John Cox reported that Sarah
Ashley was bleeding from
the nose. Witnesses told an
Eastern Public Safety officer
that Ashley had been in an
altercation with a juvenile.
Stephanie N. Hodge, of Todd
Hall, was charged with possession of marijuana.

9 p.m.
Classes will end for Thanksgiving Break.

Date Auction to be
held Tuesday after
Thanksgiving

research and awareness, and
the Date Auction's proceeds
will be donated to the Susan
B. Komen Foundation.

► Police beats

Nov. 5

• TUESDAY

awards Oct. 30 at the
Kentucky Association for
Health. Physical Education.
Recreation & Dance. Those
who received awards include:
• Merita Thompson and
Donald Calitri. who were
selected to receive Life
Member Awards;
• Vickie Sanchez, who was
selected as the Outstanding
College/University
Health
Educator;
• and Tim Cahill. who
received the Distinguished
Service Award.

Matthew D. Cawood. of
Commonwealth Hall, was
charged with possession of
marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia
Nov. 8

Neville Lyons reported that
a traffic pole had been stolen from the Student Services
Building parking lot
Nov. 9
Pam F. Stone reported someone had removed the face plate
from her in dash CD player in
the Mattox parking lot.
Alison Memory reported
the passenger side mirror on
her vehicle had been broken.
There appeared to be pieces of
pumpkin on the mirror and the
side window. Damages were
estimated at $100 to $150.

from the training room in the
Moberly Building.
Ashley G. Hernon reported
that her room in Walters Hall
had been burglarized and only
money was taken.
Nov. 11
Facility Services reported an
odor in the Student Services
Building that was making
people nauseous. The building was evacuated. The odor
was determined to be sewer
gas by the Richmond Fire
Department.
Nov. 12

Nov. 10
Daniel Dougherty reported
that the fountain in front of the
Powell Building was foaming
up as if soap had been put in
the water.

David Williams reported that
a Facility Services employee
had used a Facility Services
gas card to put fuel into his
personal vehicle.
Nov. 13

Johnda L. Wireman reported her keys were missing

Timothy B. Williamson, of

Richmond, was arrested for

and charged with operating a
motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol first offense.
Nov. 14
Jesse L. Knuckles, of Corbin.
was arrested for and charged
with alcohol intoxication.
Joshua J. Bailey, of Midland.
Ohio, was arrested for and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Nov. 15

Brandon M. Mauch, of
Commonwealth Hall, was
arrested for and charged with
possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia, possession of a controlled
substance (Clonazepam) third
degree, possession of a controlled substance (Diazepam)
third degree, possession of
a legend drug (Depakote),
possession of a legend drug
(Promethazine) and possession
of a legend drug (Scroquil).
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Employee
taken to hospital
From Page Al

Nathan Gray/Progress
Firefighters prepare equipment to take air-quality readings inside the Student Services Building. The
building was evacuated Thursday because of an odor reported in the computer lab.

according to tin- Richmond
I'ii «■ Department.
Students and staff members
who had been in the building
were asked to move to the
Powell Building until the building was reopened because ol
the rainy weather, Campbell
said.
Jordan Illicit was in the
computer lab when tin- building was evacuated. Truelt did
no) smell anything, he said.
Colmon Elridge, a graduate
student of public administra
tion, was also in the building
when it was evacuated. Elridge
also did not smell anything,
he said.

The odor occurred because
there was not enough water in
th<' drain traps. Campbell said
After ventilating the build
ing, a gas-meter reading was
taken inside tin- building
The meter read that there
were six parts per million in
the air. according to the police
report. Once ventilated, the
building was reopened
A senior office associate
u;is taken to Pattie A Clay
Regional Medical Center after
feeling lightheaded, according
to the police report. It was
not known whether the odor
caused the symptoms.

Reach Brittney at
britteny kaynes 9 rkn.edu

STAIN: Criminal-justice graduate students observe investigation
From Page Al
fascinated by the mystery at
the Herndon Home tor a long
time.
"I thought it would just be
a wonderful opportunity for
Eastern to join with the battlefield association to answer
some of these questions," he
said.
Nixon addi'd one of the
cases the students are investigating through the Kentucky
Innocence
Project
might
involve blood splatter, which
they are learning more about
through the Herndon Home
investigation.
Eric Turner, one of the eight
graduate students participating
in the project, said the case at
the Herndon Home is a good
chance for he and the other
students to see how various
iyi>es of blood tests are conducted.
"In our case (for the
Kentucky Innocence Project)
we have some blood evidence.
and we're probably going to
have to do the same or sonic
similar tests." he said.
Stubblefield explained he
is using phenolphthalein and
luminal tests to determine
whether the stain is really
blood.

<•

Nathan Gray/Progress
Jerry McKmey. caretaker of the Herndon Home, scrapes at a stain on
the floor. Some think the stain is blood from a soldier.
A phenolphthalein lest, he
said, reacts with hemoglobin
in the blood and turns pink to
indicate a positive test. 'Hie
other type, the luminal test, is
a type of fluorescent test that
causes blood to glow in the
dark.
"It's a popular test; you've
seen that on CSI," he said.
Stubblefield said this case is
rather challenging for a couple
of reasons.

"You're talking about a stain
now that's been on this surface
for a long time and absorbed
into the wood." he said. "The
floor's been sanded, and then
this coating's been put on it."
He added he has some
doubt that tin- stain is actually
blood.
The stain is kind of a deep
red wood-type stain." he said
"People that look at it would
say Oh well, that looks like

»
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blood.' My experience with old
bloodstains is that they turn
dark, so I'm a little suspicious
about this one."
Turner, however, said he
thinks the slain is probably
blood.
That's been the rumor for
so long, my guess is that it is
blood, but I don't know if we'll
get a definitive test or not." he
said.
Stubblefield explained after
he can remove the coating
over the stain, he will then try
to answer the ccntury-and-ahalf-old riddle by submitting
the stain to both tests.
"There are very sensitive
tests." hi' said. "You can spill
blood on the floor and actually mop it up. and there are
still traces of blood there. Even
traces of blood will show up;
it's really hard to clean blood
up completely."
Nixon agrees with Turner
and said hi' also thinks the
stain at the historic home is
probably blood.
"It's something that's been
passed down from generations in Madison County." he
said. "There's got to be some
substance to it. Most of those
legends turn out to be true. 1
would be surprised if it was not
blood."

SMOKE:
Some say
ban would
hurt county
From Page Al

I he health Hi pai imenl w ill
take the fecdbai I- from the
communit) and dei ide where
to go from tin ii . she said
As oi now, the In alih department is nol plan
push
for a smoking ban in Madison
County, but depending un the
feedback thej get. they might.
List fall, Robert Klythe, city
commissioner and mathematics professor, proposed lo the
Richmond c it\ i ommission a
smoking ban that would prohibit smoking iii all government-owned buildiiu "We .in going to tr> to
encourage businesses to go
smoke tree without a ban."
(twens said
Presutto thinks a sinok
Ing ban would hurl Madison
l i unity.
"I won't go out to eat hen- if
they implement one," she said.
"I know people who come to
Richmond from Lexington iust
to smoke in a restaurant"
Justin Allen, a senior broadcasting major from Herea. is
a server at Papa I .eiio's and .1

Even after the tests, though.
Stubblefield said the mystery
might not be totally solved. Hi'
said if the tests are negative, it
doesn't "necessarily HKi per
cent mean it's not blood."
"Hither it's not blood, it is
some other substance that just
kind of has a color like blood
or it may be that for some
reason the slain is so old the
stain is not catalyzing with the
reagent," he said. "So there is a
little uncertainty here."
Hither way. he said it's a
good way to teach the students
a little about forensic science.
"I think it will be a pretty
good learning experience for
them." he said. "Some of them
probably have never seen a
test. A big part of this is cducal;onal above anything else."
He said it's also important to show there is a lot of
Hollywood in popular science
programs such as CSI.
"The problem is ... they've
got an hour to do a program,
so they hand something to
somebody and almost immediately gel an answer back."
he said. "It's not that way in
reality. Some things take a lot
of time."

Allen said people have specifically told him they come
to Richmond to go out to eat
because they can smoke in restaurants.
Owens said right now
they are just getting people's
thoughts on second hand
smoke and a smoking ban
"(Second-hand smoke) is a
huge health problem,'' she said.
Presutto understands why
nonsmokers would want a
smoke irei restaurant.
"If I didn't smoke. I probably
wouldn't want lo breathe is,-,
ond-hand smoke) in." she said
"Then again, a lot ol people do
smoke; this is Kentucky " .

Reach Adam at
adam baker.'iN" vku.edu

Riarh Mega>
megaii haiisi n l"ikii.eilii

nonsmoker.
"I would not favor a smoking
ban." he said

m
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Student reports Smokeout highlights health risks
campus assault
Nip it in the butt

in it and a Dip-N-l)ecay model
that shows what happens to
a healthy mouth when people
Usi smokeless tobacco. Woods

BY MEGAN HANSEN

BY_IRACY HANEY

Managing ■

A Combs Hall resident has
decided not to press charges after filing a report with
Eastern's Division ol Public
Safety claiming she was assault
«'d and luld against her will b>
a male acquaintance, according
to Assistant Police Chiel Kick
Cox.
Cox said the student report
I'd meeting the man the night ol
Not 6 at Mis vehicle in Martin
-I oi at Ins request, and lhe>
(hen drove around Richmond.
she said (he man refused to lei
her out ol Ihe vehicle when she
asked and later returned hei to
campus at his own discretion.
The alleged victim told pub
lie safety the man also threat

em el her. grabbed her by the
arm and slapped her in the
lace.
Cox said no weapons wen
reportedly involved in the incident and il ihe man. who is
from uul of state, comes back
to campus' public safety will
apprehend him.
"At this lime, we're not
expecting him to make a repeal
appearance." Cox said
The alleged victim can still
file criminal charges against
iln- m.in for unlawful imprisonment, assault in Ihe fourth
degree 01 terroristic threatening in the third degree.
Iln report will continue lo
be investigated. Cox sajd.
Reach Tracy ni
tracy haneyS Seku. edu

i-'or the past 27 years, the
American Cancer Society has
encouraged smokers lo kick
the habit during the Great
American Smokeout
As part of the national
smokeout. Eastern will have
its own celebration Thursday.
>.ii(l Amanda Woods, health
educator.
Each year, more than
lon.iMio Americans die from
smoke-related deaths, accord
ing to the Center lor I lisease
Control. During the smokeout, people are encouraged to
-•iiinke less or not smoke at all
that day.
Woods is unsure how long
the event has been occurring
on campus.
"I (organized Eastern's
smokeout) last year, but it is
my understanding that differ
cut groups have been organiz
ing activities for several years,"
Woods said
limn 11:30 a.m.-l::!0 p.m.
on tin- Powell Corner, Woods
and other volunteers will be
passing out information on the
negative impacts of smoking.
the cost ol smoking and the
dangers of all forms ol tobacco
use. Woods said.
List year, students signed
pledges vowing not to smoke;
this year wristbands will be
distributed to students.

said,
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"lor students who do not
smoke, they will net a black
wristband thai slates. 'Smart.
Sexy, Smoke tree" and (or studi nis who smoke, they will get
a blue wristband thai says, I've
got the Power,™ Woods said.
Mi. Ciggy Buttt will be tnak-

inn an appearance to pass out
information to students who
do not visit the Great American
Smokeout booth.
At the booth, there will be a
display with a simulated snmk-

er's-lung comparison kit. a jar
that has a year's worth of lar

Iliis year, the ACS is also
encouraging people to stop
the use of smokeless tobacco.
According to chewfree.com.
more than 121,(HKI people in
Kentucky are regular smokeless tobacco users.
People who use smokeless
tobacco have just as much,
if not more nicotine in their
bloodstreams than smokers
who smoke a pack of cigarettes
or more a day.
Woods said quitting smoking is difficult.
"Il is important to surround
yourself with support when you
try to (|iiil smoking." Woods
said.
During the smokeout,
Woods will ask students to
encourage their friends who
smoke to quit for the day and
become a support for them.
Ihe Student Health Services
offers a smoking-cessation pro
gram every semester called the
Cooper Clayton Program.
"Ihe
Cooper
Clayton
Program is approximately 90
percent effective." Woods said.
The program meets weekly
and is free. For information
contact Woods at (i2L'-o221.
Reach Megan at
megan hansen4iieku.edu.

Animal rescue, safety focus of 'big' gift
BY LUKE MCGEE

" touting wnt&

Eastern received a gifl ol
SLT>.(HHI in an effort to train
the lire and safety engineering
technology program students
on how in rescue large animals

Hie training will begin in Man h
and will locus on the rescue and
safetj of live animals with Ihe
help of trained animals, in par
licular horses and a llama.
The k'dt is coordinated with
ihe "Bucks lor Brains" program,
which makes the training possible, Hie dales for ihe seminars an March bS-20 for the

Rollin'
Criminal-justice major Travis Rhodes pitches during a
kickball garnWfuesday afternoon in Irvine McDowell Park

students, and for the general
public. Ihe seminars are March
22-24, This training covers all
aspects oi large-animal rescue.
Some 'il the things ihe program
will touch on are natural disas
ler and highway assistance
Hie reason lo train in that vast
ol a field is so the rescue teams
can be prepared lo deal wild all
sorts ol disasters' when Ihe slu
dents are dispersed after graduation. With this program, there
is a video lor anyone who would
like to order to find out more

information,
Experts in large-animal rescue said with these programs

people are better-equipped and
read) for the tasks at hand.
In many cases, when disasters
happen die animal is further
injured or even killed as a result
of poor rescue tactics. With
these programs, those gutwrenching stories of animals
perishing will diminish, and Ihe
animals will be rescued with
swift .uul smart timing.
"These
programs
are
designed to promote the idea
of educating the emergency
responders on how to handle
large animals." said Larry
Collins, chair of the department
of loss prevention and safety.

The

USRider Equestrian

Motor Plan founded the adoption of this program. This organization educates people in the
safety nl large animals and pntvides 24-hour roadside assistance. "We are happy to work
with them," Collins said.
To contact USRider, visit
www.usrider.org or call 1 .HIHI844-14W. To talk lo the developmeni office on campus, call
622-1583. For more information
about the program, call Larry
Collins at 622-1054.
Reach Luke at
progres.uicku.edu
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HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD: MARTIN HALL

Dorm-security
plans delayed Hall community important to RHC

he enjoys the sense of community that the students bring
to the hall and all the activities
that are provided
"We have the annual Martin
Hall Cribs.' which is similar
tn tin- MTV show of the same
name." he said. "It's a yearly
program we do where we have
the guys dress up their rooms
at the beginning ol the semes
ter. We video tape' the rooms
and then have a viewing where
members ol the University's
administration come and judge
on each of the rooms"
dreenweli has nothing but
praise for the group of RAs
who work with him
"I have a great staff." he
said. "They've been excellent
and always take care of business.'
dreenweli notes that it takes
dedication to do the job. but he
feels he has one characteristic,
which helps him above all others.
"I'm a jack of all trades and
a master of none," he said. "By
being able to know a lot of
things, you can connect with
anybody. I think that's the biggest trait that I have. I can talk
to anyone. It doesn't matter
who they arc "

BY CHUCK WILKERSON

BYBBITTNEY HAYNES

Assistant news editoi
Added security for Eastern's
resident
halls
has
been
delayed.
University housing Imped
there would be halls that had
active proximity card-readers
before the Thanksgiving break.
according to Kenna Middleton.
director oi university housing.
Halls will not be active.
yet because of complications
in ordering the call boxes that
will accompany the card readers, Middleton said
"There were some things
that were out of our control."
Middleton said. "We cannot
go live without students being
able to call in (to the resident
halls)."
There are four residence
halls that have the wiring completed anil hardware installed
lor the card-readers. The other
halls are in the process of having them installed.
The process of putting
residents' information into the
reader's computer system has
also caused delays. Residents'
names, student ID numbers
and proximity card-reader
numbers must be collected and
hand-entered, Middleton said.
This process must be complet-

ed for each residence hall.
Once the card-reader- have
been activated, residents will
need lo use their student II >to enter their residence hall.
Visitors will be able lo use the
calls boxes to call a resident or
to call the front desk.
1 racy Keller, a desk worker
at Clay Hall, thinks the card
leaders will make the residence
halls safer, she said. Only having a card reader on one door
will be a hassle. Keller said. It
will also be a hassle when food
i1- delivered to residents, -he
added
However, in the long run
the card-readers will be beneficial, Keller said.
Chris Compton, a desk
worker at Case Hall, thinks
the card readers will make his
jiil) easier because he will not
have to check residents' IDs.
he said. Hie biggest problem
will he one person scanning
his or her card and allowing
people to come in behind them.
Compton said.
The success ol this program depends on all of us work
int,' together," Middleton said.
" I he system is only as good as
the people who use it."
Reach Brittney at

briitiifv haynes l"eku.edit

A -iter.

Martin Hall residence hall
coordinator Steve (ireenwell
said he brings friendship, at)
open door and a listening eai
to the students he is in charge
of.
"I talk to them about life in
general — things as serious as
the decision to stay in college
or leave college, family issue-.
or just playing a game of foosball," he said.
Martin Hall is an all-male
dorm and the residence hall
in which many of the football
players live.
Some people might think an
all-male hall would be rowdy.
but (ireenwell doesn't see it
that way.
"The guys are excellent."
lie said. "An all-guy hall is a lot
of fun. I haven't experienced
(rowdiness) at all. It's really
laid-back, and' everyone has a
good time."
(Ireenwell graduated from
oldham County High School
before receiving a double major
in history and geography from
Morehead State University,
(ireenwell discovered his love
of working with students in the
residence halls while serving
two years .is a residential assistant at Morehead.
He spent a lot of time with

Brooke Rasor/Pfgress
Steve Greenwell, a graduate of Morehead State University, is in his
second year as a residence hall coordinator at Eastern.
the students during his resident assistant experience and
felt it Rave the students the
opportunity to have someone
to rely upon for counsel, which
WHS something he found hi'

enjoyed a lot.
(ireenwell is in his second
year as an RHC at Eastern.
He was drawn to the position
because Eastern has a housing
program similar to Morehead's,
which meant it was something
of which he was familiar.

He served as RHC for Todd
Hall last year before moving
over to Martin.
As much as he loves working
with the students, dreenweli
said there are also some drawbacks to working as an RHC.
"You don't get to leave (the
hall) at the end of tin- day." Insaid. "A lot of people at Eastern
Ket to go home at night but
RHCs don't,"
However, (ireenwell enjoys
hanging out with the students.

Reach Chuck at

progress@eku.edu

SGA committee addresses WEKU expands signal area
policy of signs in windows
Reaching out
BY MLQAN HANSEN

News editor
Several
members
of
the
Student
Government
Association are hoping to
change the policy implemented
by the office of housing this
semester, which prohibits win
dow decor in dorm windows.
"We want to make sure students have the best experience
possible while at Eastern," said
ChrisThomason, Residence life
Council member. The more we
can make campus living similar
to home living, the better, and
hanging stuff in your windows
is important to make campus
living more like home living."
Members of the studentrights committee.
Student
Senate, RIX' and the Student
Activities Council have joined
forces to
investigate the
signs policy and hopefully
make changes lo the policy,

Thomason said.
"We hope to alter the policy in a way where all parties
involved can be satisfied," he
said.
Thomason said initially the

committee would research to
see it Eastern's benchmark
schools have similar policies
Hie committee will compare
the policies al the benchmark
schools to the policy at Eastern
and find the difference between
tin- other polices and Eastern's
policy. Thomason said.
"\Vc hope to use those tilt
ferences to persuade the people
who make policies to change
them." he said.
I.ana Riney. coordinator ol
housing and residence lite at
Western Kentucky University.
told The Progress Western typitally doesn't have a problem
with window decor.
She said the university most
ly focuses on Christmas lights
or neon lights in the dorm win
dows.
Housing is more concerned
with content of what is hung in
the windows than the fact there
are things in the windows at
WKU, Riney said.
She explained that if someone wanted to hang something
"really controversial such as a
Rebel flag." they would have a
conversation with the student

to determine his or her intent.
At
the
University
of
Kentucky. Hrenda Stamper, the
housing director said the university does not enforce a policy
prohibiting window decor.
"When students are in their
rooms, we don't tell them they
can't put signs in their windows
or a Christmas tree in the win
dow." Stamper said. "It's their
room; (they should) decorate
as they wish."
Thomason believes allowing
Students to hang signs in their
dorm windows complements
the "real college life "
"It gives campus personality," he said. "It shows that students care enough about issues
and organizations on campus to
want to promote them."
By posting signs in dorm
windows, it shows students
care about real things that
have an impact on their lives.
Thomason said.
"Ultimately, it is the students
we are trying to help by forming this committee," he said.
Reach Megan at
megan Jiansen4-t' eku.edu

Now Richmond H<is its Verv Own!
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This
month.
WEKU.
Eastern's National Public Radio
affiliate, expanded its signal to
reach more areas across the
I'luegrass.
A new grant from the Federal
Communications Commission
has allowed WKKU to add
low-powered transmitters in
Barbourville and Pikeville.
The transmitters will provide limited service to the communities, said Tim Singleton.
station manager at WEKU.
"We've had requests since at
least I989 to provide service to
the Barbourville and Pikeville
areas and had investigated the
possibilities several times," he
said.
He explained it wasn't until
recently that the station was
able to file applications with the
FCC to obtain the additional
frequencies.
"We were able to negotiate
free tower space in Pikeville
and a location in Barbourville
to erect a tower that had been
donated to WKKU by Madison
County," he said.
He added the county was
able to give the station the
space through the endorsement and guidance of Kent
Clark. Madison County judge
executive.
"The tower had been
removed from service and was
surplus to the county's operalions." he said.

Richmond 88.9 FM

Pikeville 95.1 FM

CorMn and London 88.5 FM

Barbourville 96.9 FM
Eun-Young You/Progress
Eastern's National Public Radio affiliate. WEKU. addea low-powered transmitters in Barbourville and Pikeville through a new grant
WEKU will be broadcast on
96.9 in Barbourville and on %.l
in Pikeville. Barbourville began
receiving signal Nov. S while
Pikeville went online Monday.
"The transmitters provide a
more reliable signal to listeners in those communities." he
said. "We've had listeners in tinareas for some time, but receplion from the present facilities
was marginal and unreliable."
Singleton added WEKU has
submitted applications to the

FCC for other transmitters in
Harlan and Middlesboro.
Those are on hold until
we can resolve some technical
issues." he said.
WEKU has served Richmond
and central Kentucky since
1968 with Hazard being added
later. In 2003, WEKU began
broadcasting in Corbin and
l.ondon.
'

Reach Adam at
adam_baker:isniku edu
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Credit Problems?
Banks says no ... we say YES!
Quick results
To discuss your
financial situation todayl
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Hours
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Daily Drink Specials
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f Large Screen TVs including
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Perspective
Adam Baker, editor
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► News Quiz
OK, boys and girls. It's time
to test your knowledge of
what's going on at Eastern.
If you don't know the answers,
don't worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and
you can cheat.

s

Smoke '\9nals

%

WEKU extended its
service into how
many new
counties?

a) 30
b| Two
c) Nine
What might fill the
old bowling-alley
space?
%

a) A wireless computer center
b) A full-service hair and nail
salon
c) A shrine to Progress Editor
Adam Baker
Graduate students
are studying a stain
on the floor in what
building?
%
a) Fountain food court
b) Herndon Home
c) The kitchen floor of President
Glasser's house

Jason Lee/Progress

Smoking ban should be choice, not law
smokers are allowed to make a choice.
Smokers would be free to smoke in
certain restaurants or bars, and they
would be free to step outside for a
smoke at others; nonsmokers would be
free to breathe clean air in the restaurant or bar of their choice, or they could
choose one that allows smoking if they
don't mind it.
Of course, this setup is no different than it is now in Madison County,
where most restaurants and bars do
allow smoking, but a totally nonsmoking restaurant isn't without precedent.
Thomas & King, a franchise owner of
Applebee's in seven states, including
Kentucky, has banned smoking in its 85

The Madison County Health
Department would be wise not to consider the needlessly divisive idea of a
smoking ban for restaurants and bars in
Richmond.
Much bickering on the issue will take
place between antismoking groups crusading for nonsmokers' rights and antismoking-ban groups defending smokers' rights to smoke, but both will overlook a fundamental issue: Restaurant
and bar owners run their businesses,
not Madison County officials.
It is these owners who should make
the decision as to whether their restaurant or their bar should be nonsmoking.
This way, both smokers and non-

restaurants, including the Applebee's in
Richmond.
One stop by the Richmond
Applebee's on a Thursday night or a
Sunday afternoon will show it isn't hurting business.
An owners'-choice smoking option
then puts a lot of power - and responsibility - in the hands of customers.
Customers need to tell restaurant and
bar owners whether they want a smokefree atmosphere or they prefer to be
able to smoke at their table.
And the owners will have to listen,
as they have at Applebee's. Otherwise,
customers will simply choose to go elsewhere.

► Campus Comments

'

Nathan Gray/Progress

This fire truck was
used during what?
%

a) A fire on the 40th floor of
Commonwealth Hall
b) A car wreck in the Martin Hall
Parking Lot
c) The evacuation of the
Student Services Building

WEKU has recently extended its listening area by putting up new towers. Accent editor Kasey Doyle asked students whether they have ever listened to it.
HELLI
ANDERSON

I don't because I
wasn't informed
of it.
Hometown:
Lexington
Major Computer
science
Year Freshman

I've seen it a
couple of times.

No. I've never
heard of it.

Hometown:
Dayton, Ohio
Major Pubic

reuoons
Year Sophomore

Hometown:
Major
Communication
disorders
Year Junior
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I don't listen to it.
I just see what is
going on then I
change it.

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on
campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000
words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office
at 117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication. Usually the author's photograph is included with the
column.
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Lack of info makes planning double wedding hard

Seven months from today,
I will be standing at the alter, marrying the man of my
dreams
When Stephen asked me
to marry him 19 months ago.
I knew it would be a long road
planning my wedding, being
a full-time student and working for The Progress, but I
couldn't wait to start planning.
Right off the bat. Stephen
and I decided we would wait
until we both graduated before tying the knot. We knew
we would be engaged for two
years, but it was OK because it
would give us the time to plan
the wedding of my dreams.

A few months after Stephen popped the question, my
older sister also got engaged.
My sister and her fiance also
were looking at the summer
o( 2005 to get married.
I asl fall, about six months
after getUng engaged. Stephen and I picked a date for
our wedding. June 4. 2005.
1 had not told my sister the
date that, we had chosen when
I learned that they had also
chosen a date for their wedding. June 18.2005.
All I could think was. "How
are we going to handle two
weddings in our family in a
span of two weeks?"
Growing up. my sister and
I were not close, but as we
got older we became better
friends and began to actually
enjoy each other's company.
A bridesmaid's mom was married in a double wedding with
her sister, and after talking to
my bridesmaid, I decided it
would be fun to do a double

not to use the same color-.,
"but our color-, will match lain
1 went to Cincinnati looking using light pink, she i-- using
lor my wedding dress with my celadon green
We have >el to delermint
mom and dad (yes, I did say
my dad went with me t«> gel invitations, (lowers and lots i>l
my dress). 1 found the dress other details, but oh well
of my dreams, and as soon as
Everyone always asks me
I tried it on. I knew I had to how we are going i" do the
have it.
ceremony, and honestly I
My dress doesn't match my don't know thai yet. I guess
sister's, but we will comple- we'll figure il out closer to the
ment each other nicely.
wedding.
Besides picking wedding
I can't wait (o gel married.
dresses, there are so many and sharing thai special day
other things that are made with my sister will make it
more complicated when hav- even more exciting
ing a double wedding. We had
Maybe a few yean down
to decide on how we are going the road. I'll write a bonk about
to do attendants. (Luckily, my planning a double wedding besister and 1 are both fairly laid- cause it would have been so
back, so we have agreed to nice to have instructions as to
both do what we want, anil we how to do it. but it's been fun
figuring it out for ourselves
will make it all work out.)
Our wedding is going to be
huge; Stephen and I have 10
Megan is a senior journalaUendants total, and as of right ism major from Lexington she
now my sister and her fiance is the news editor for Tin Proghave eight. We have agreed ress.
not worrv about

ii

matching

hen?

How are we going to handle two
weddings in our family in a span of
two weeks?
—Megan Hansen
student

»
wedding with my sister.
I called my sister that
night and asked her what she
thought about the idea. She
thought it would be fun and
something that all our guests
would remember.
We decided to we would
have our double wedding extravaganza on June 18.
One of the first things I
did after we decided to have a
double wedding was to try to
find information about how to

do a double wedding. I quickly
learned that there is really no
information on double weddings anywhere.
Planning a double wedding
has been absolutely crazy but
wonderful. My sister already
had her dress, so one of the
big decisions we had to make
was what type of dress would
I have? Would I get one that
matched hers? Would I get
one that complemented hers?
Would I get what I wanted and

► letters to the editor

Smokers
need
heated
smoking
area
Abortion not answer,
student shares story
of adoption with others
This letter is in response
to a letter published in last
week's edition of The Progress. In the letter, the author
refuted the ignorance of two
young men who assumed that
women who choose to have
abortions are a debt to society
as well as selfish sluts. I agree
— economically, abortions are
not detrimental to society, and
a woman who chooses to have
an abortion is not a slut; however, there are two key points
the author makes in which I
must disagree.
The author states. "... It
is a fact that four out of five
adolescent mothers go on Welfare within live years of giving
birth . . . Your tax dollars go
to those women." Although
most people assume that the
majority of Welfare recipients
are adolescent mothers, statistics from government sources
show that only 7 percent of
female Welfare recipients are
under the age of 20 (www.acf.
dhhs.gov). On a less-economic note, how do you place a value on human life? No amount
of money, resources or lack
thereof should be a deciding
factor as to whether such a
precious gift as life is given or
destroyed.
Second. 1 believe that a
woman who chooses to have
an abortion for the reasons
suggested in the author's letter can only be labeled as selfish. The author states: These
women also couldn't be called
selfish either. Babies born to
adolescent mothers are more
likely to receive inadequate
prenatal care, have psychological problems, and are also
more likely to have mental
disorders. Therefore, these
women are not just thinking
of themselves, they are also
thinking about the children. It
would be more selfish to give
birth to a child you could not
raise than to have it aborted."
Besides the fact that there
were no sources cited for
these remarks, the author
fails to provide any hope of assistance for children born to
adolescent mothers. There are
many government programs
to assist mothers in need of
resources such as WIC (Women. Infants and Children), and
TANK (Temporary Assistance
for Needy Families). These
programs provide food, nutrition counseling, job preparation, work opportunities,
and access to health care for
low-income families (see the
following Web sites for more

information:
www.fns.usda.
gov/wic and www.acf.hhs.
gov/programs/ofa/).
There is also no mention of
alternatives to abortion, namely adoption. To expound upon
this wonderful alternative to
abortion, allow me to share
my story. I was adopted when
I was four days old. At the time
of my birth, my biological father was 17 years old, and my
biological mother was 16 years
old. The ages of my biological
parents clearly fall into that of
the adolescent age range. Contrary to the author's stereotypical statements, I received
excellent prenatal care. I was
born a healthy baby, I had no
psychological problems, nor
did I have any mental disorders.
I believe my biological parents, though young and most
likely immature, truly understood life to be a miracle. Although they knew that they
did not possess the resources
necessary to care for a newborn baby, they also knew that
a lack of adequate resources
and personal immaturity were
not justifiable reasons to end a
life, especially a life that they
both consensually agreed to
bring into this world. Note that
"consensually agreed" doesn't
necessarily mean "planned."
Many children are not planned
but are consensually agreed
upon the moment two people
enter into the act of sexual
intercourse. The time for planning comes long before the act
of sexual intercourse.
Although I know little more
about my biological parents
than their names and ages at
my birth, I am grateful that
they accepted responsibility
for their actions and chose to
give life instead of take it. They
gave life to two wonderful, deserving parents, my mom and
dad. They, like thousands of
couples, longed for the opportunity to parent a child but
were unable to do so because
of biological reasons. Adoption was an answer to their
prayers.
A human life is priceless. To
abort a child simply because
of financial reasons, lack of resources or bad timing can only
be labeled as selfish. We must
learn to take responsibility for
our actions in accountable and
appropriate ways, instead of
doing only what is most convenient for ourselves.

V
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Marcie
McDowell
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My Turn

Students stand by the doors
of learning, blowing polluted
smoke clouds. Every building
on campus is subject to this
menace. Non-smokers suck in
and hold their breath before
entering sanctified clean halls.
I am one of those smokers.
1 watch the so-called healthy
people scurry by. Sometimes,
I try to melt shamefully back
into a corner or nook of the
building. Sometimes my partners in crime are there sharing
secret smoker chatter. We eye
each other and share grimacing glances toward our pinklunged intruders. The immediate area around the door is
ours. If you must go to class,
then you must pass by us.
It is especially fun to smoke
outside of the Donovan Annex building. Model Elementary School is attached to this
campus building, and the playground is directly in front of
the main student entrances.
Sure .there are no-smoking
signs placed by every door, but

Nathan Gray/Progress

we smokers will not be stopped
by mere signs.
Children play duck. duck,
goose, decide who their best
friends are. dance, run and
giggle in the afternoon sun
while the evil smokers convene at the side of the building. Of course, we make some
attempt at staying unseen,
but the effort is poorly made.
Since the playground has been
extended, it would require too
much of a hike for we smokers
to truly hide from the little impressionable faces.
Heartfelt emotions are
shared by all when a parent
grabs their child's tiny hand

and walks in double step past
us. We look away. Conversation momentarily halts. The
parents scowl and load their
child into an awaiting vehicle,
where they can be safely car
lied away from our bad influence.
After the children have
Hone for the day, all attempts
to obey the nonsmoking signs
are abandoned.
Cigarette
butts adorn the sidewalks
and ground around a bench at
the playground corner. They
serve as little tributes to our
refusal to believe we are sharing this hollowed ground with
the daytime rug rats.

It is one thing to force fresh
adult airways through our second hand clouds, but exposing
children is just blatantly wrung
Woe to the children.
There ought to be an enclosed refuge tor smokers to
indulge their habit beside the
Donovan Annex. Airports have
them, and so should Eastern.
Rather than shivering through
the winter with lit cigarettes in
our trembling hands, we could
relax in a nice, heated area catered just for us. The smoking
shelter should have an air filter
as well. A small room packed
with smoke makes for a very
odiferous student in the class
room.
In my Utopia, every building on campus would have
smoking lounges [Tie room
does not need to be large, just
a small shelter from the elements, A TV. some magazines,
plenty of ashtrays and a comfy
couch would be nin as well.
Nonsmokers would be free
from the death clouds the)
perceive as nasty. Smokers
would be Tree from the scurrying nonsmokers quicken steps
and sideways glimpses we per
Ceive as nasty
Mareie h a senioi journalism major from Richmond Sin
is a photographer for Tin Progress.

Treating bi-polar disorder difficult
of live characteristics with
schizophrenia and likewise bipolar disorder.
Twenty percent of all people commit suicide when they
have this disease. Causes are
linked to improper treatment
and failure of the patient to
seek help.
However, with bipolar disorder there are varying opinions on treatment, and few
doctors agree on how to treat a
disease, which, like the patient
who "owns" it. comes in thou
sands of forms. We all have
different personalities and
treatment must be focused on
the individual.
For those patients who do
take medications for bipolar
disorder, lithium is the most
widely used drug. It works so
well in fact that when one goes
off the medicine it is alarming to experience the mood
swings again.
1 was off my medication for
six months when 1 was admitted tu St Josephs Hospital I
was in a state of delirium when
several nurses were asked
to put me on a bed. strap me
down and inject me with a

"cocktail" of Adavan, Haldol
and Benedryl.' I was psychotic, or experiencing racing
thoughts, and soon fell asleep
under the drugs effects.
Many I have seen experience the same thing for acting
out and arguing loudly with
nurses or patients.
Once back on lithium, I
was OK. Some people would
be fine isolated on a beach in
the South Pacific with mood
swings ranging from stub
boinly morose to extravagantly happy, but few of us have
that opportunity because most
of us have to work for a living.
In a perfect world, we would
all be happy, normal people,
and some folks can experience
a high and come back down
without hitting the dusty floor,
but I just take my medication
and allow myself to feel nor
mal about it. I was just born
with a high level oi dopamine
in my bloodstream lithium

It is very possible to be both pro-life and pro-choice'

MESSAGE BOARD

First, allow me to personally
thank Mr. Scott Read for settling,
once and for all. a debate that divides the medical and scientific
fields today. It is nice to know that
a student at Eastern has finally
dictated when and where life begins. Thank you. Sir. I am sure
all the doctors, scientists and political leaders will be relieved that
you have shouldered that burden
of responsibility for them.
Unfortunately. I cannot thank
Mr. Read for furthering civility in
the discourse over abortion, as
he went so far as labeling another
student "prcHleath." As unfathomable as it may be t<> some, it is
very possible to be both "pro-life"
and "pro-choke." To say other-

Rebecca Toney Caldwell,
Student

wise is simply ridiculous and unnecessarily incendiary. I think
we can all agree that the last
thing the abortion debate needs
is more rhetoric.
I, like Mr. Read, oppose abortion as simply a method of birth
control. I believe the only way
we are going to prevent such actions is by fostering attitudes of
responsibility among people of
the United States. What seems
hypocritical is the fact that the
same groups and organizations
who rage against abortion are
all-UMMiften the same groups
and organizations that oppose
increasing the availability of contraception and who fight against
the implementation of realistic

'Debra' walked into Bluegrass Comprehensive Care
medical group one day, and
the doctor asked how she was
feeling. "Oh. OK, I guess," was
the response.
"Have you been feeling
suicidal?" the social worker
asked.
Next came a long-winded
response that eventually ended with "I guess 111 be OK."
A few weeks later came the
miraculous day. The doctor
said. "How are you feeling today, Debra?"
"Oh, like killing myself,"
came the reply. We all laughed
easily because she had spoken the icebreaker comment.
Now. we could relax, knowing
she was in charge of her own
illness.
The study of mental health
disorders has undergone
many upheavals since 1980
and again in 1989 when psychiatric treatment for MHD's
was revolutionized with new
medications that don't cause a
person to become catatonic.
"Bipolar disorder, also
known as manic depression,
is characterized by extreme

education. All studies indicate
that abstinence-based education
simply does not work toward the
intended goals. Young people
continue to have sex and continue to have children. The sensible reaction in the face of such
failure is to change tactics, but
many Americans seem helH>ent
on pursuing a policy that is ineffective just because the alternative makes us uncomfortable. If
you want abortions to stop being
used as a form of birth control,
then teach people how to use
birth control, and make it more
readily available.
I applaud Mr. Read's conviction, but the truth is that abortion,
much like most arguments is not

changes in mood. Patients
may alternate between deep
depression and abnormal
and persistent euphoria, or
mania," said the National Institute of Mental Health on
Psychiatry24x7.com.
"In children, the disorder is
linked with sexual activity, failure in school and suicide. It is
often misdiagnosed and treated unsuccessfully," concludes
a study by Chicago University.
Brain
Derived
Neurotrophic Factor, or BDNF, is a
gene that has been shown to
help determine thinking and
memory. This gene may cause
a person to be vulnerable to bipolar disorder.
The study funded by NIMH
concludes for the first time
that it is possible for children
to have bipolar or manicdepressive disorder. It also
means mental illness can be
hereditary. Chemists who
make drugs may turn to more
exact engineering focused on
the gene itself.
Most doctors would rather
try psychotherapy before
medication, especially with
depression, which shares four

black and white. Most, reasonable people in the nation agree
that abortion rights should be
granted to victims of rape or incest or in cases where the mother's life is in danger. However, the
vast majority of rapes and cases
of incest go unreported. How are
those women to prove that these
events happened to them? How
many doctors' opinions does
a woman need to "prove" that
her life may be in danger? Who
decides whether a woman can
or can't have an abortion? The
courts? The legislature? You? In
light of these realities, it seems
that the only way to guarantee
the right of such women to have
an abortion is to guarantee the

A, .

right of all women to have an
abortion.
"Pro-life" is a loaded term because it insinuates that those opposed to your views are "anti-life."
I can assure you, Mr. Read, that
I am neither "anti-life" nor "pro
death." I am simply a pragmatist
who sees that there are very few
moral absolutes when it comes to
public policy, 1 ife is not generally
lived in black and white but in the
grays that dominate our fives As
good as it may feel to occupy the
moral high ground, that ground
is often shaky and very often only
an illusion.
Bret Baierlein.
Student

lowet -- the effects ol dopamine
and allows me to live more on
the level.
Dan W. Smathers.
Alumni

Thanksgiving is
next week. What
are you thankful
for?
Voice your^opinion,
at
<www. easternprogress. com>
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SALUTING HEROES

Mai Bill Adams, a World War II veteran and Eastern's first ROTC graduate, stands with Gov. Ernie Fletcher during a moment of silence honoring fallen soldiers Thursday.

Photos by Nathan Gray/'Progress

Campus plaza honors
Eastern war veterans
BY TRACY HANEY

M.I!I.t ;

Must people refer, In it .is
Powell Plaza, the area
between the Powell
and Wallace Buildings where
the fountain and Meditation
1. hapel are located
On Veterans Day. it was
renamed Memorial Plaza dm
inn a ceremony unveiling a
granite slate, which hangs in
the plaza, dedicated in fallen
veterans from Eastern's alumni
and student body.
The
Reserve
Officer
I raining Corps alumni chapter
was responsible (or submitting
the request lor the memorial
and the plaza's new name to the
university.
According to
11
Col
Bret) Morris, former head nl
Eastern's KOTC program, the
alumni chapter wanted Eastern
to have a tribute to veterans
honoring their service to the
country.
"We often overlook the sac
rifices people make." Morris
said. "We don't want our vcter
ana to be forgotten."
Morris added the alumni
chapter also felt it important
to add the memorial to cam

pus because there is already
a memorial dedicated to
Kentuck) police in front ol the
I iindeiburk Building as well
as a firefighters memorial near
the Ashland I nl
Current head ol the R()T(
program 11 ( ul 1 hris Holly
said the memorial is fitting for
I'.aslei 11 because "I'M has a
really rich military tradition."
"I think it means a lot to
them." he said ol Eastern's
alumni who served or are still
serving in the military.
Molly added the plaque
should always remain a fixture
ol Memorial I'la/a bill hopes
the universitj won't have to
add ,iu\ mure names to its lisl
nl l.illeii soldiers
Looking bade
I'rior to receiving its new
name last week. Memorial Plaza
«.is known as Hanger Field. It
was home of the 1 olonel's foolhall team, formerly known as
the Maroons, according to documents in Eastern's archives.
Constructed in 1936, Hanger
field could seal around l.IMM)
spectators and had lights for
nighl names
Circling the field was a cinder track, and there were also

living quarters for athletes
beneath the concrete stands.
lite field was named in
honor of Harry B, Hanger, the
late lather of W. Arnold Hanger,
who donated funds to build the
field.
Many community events
were held there such as Fourth
of July firework shows, pageants, pep rallies and other
gatherings.
The field was razed in I9H8
in order to make room for
the Wallace Building. Powell
Building and the Meditation
Chapel, according to the documents.

Moving forward
Morris said the ROTC
alumni chapter would continue to make improvements
to Memorial Plaza by adding
planters, increased lighting and
granite benches.
He said the university would
also continue to look into refurbishing the fountain as a future
project.
"Now lhal we've built it.
we've got to lake care of it."
Holly said.

Marine Corps veterans stand as Gov. Ernie Fletcher enters the Students Services Building auditorium.

Reach Tracy at
tracy haney5@eku.edu

Richmond Mayor Connie Lawson hugs Betty Pryse. whose son. William Price, died in the first Gulf War.

Gov. Ernie Fletcher addresses a crowd of veterans and students in the Student Services Building auditorium on Tuesday, as Maj. Bill Adams, an Eastern graduate in 1940, listens.

Kasey Doyle, editor
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► Digit
The women's volleyball
team is the No. 1 seed
for the OVC. Turn to
S|x>rts to find out all the
details.
Sports / B4
Thursday, November 18, 2004 Bl

Stephanie Adamkin began
compulsively buying shoes when she
was in high school.
She admits she has a shoe obsession.
"I have a Napoleon complex," said Adamkin. a
graduate student of clinical psychology from Louisville.
"I don't like to be short, so I buy shoes to make me tall."
Adamkin said she doesn't know the exact number of shoes
she owns, but she has a walk-in closet full of shoes for every occasion.
"I could have a pair of shoes for each day of the month." she said.
Adamkin said when she goes shopping she usually ends up with "big,
clunky shoes." but her favorite pair is Ore-engine red stiletto platforms.
"I don't get to wear those very often." she said.
I'am Steele, manager of Shoe Sensation in Richmond, said women are
associated with shoe fetishes because "women like to buy more shoes than
men."
Charlie Roy. manager of Soft Shoe in Richmond, agrees.
"Women just enjoy having multiple pairs of shoes," Roy said. "It is just a fun
thing they do as opposed to men."
Women are usually associated with shoe fetishes, but many men also share
this fixation with footwear.
"Men are more secretive about it," Steele said.
Aaron Coney, a senior sociology major from Radcliff, is one man who admits
to having a shoe fixation. He claims to have more than 50 pairs.
"I just love shoes," Coney said.
Coney said he began collecting footwear when he was a freshman in college.
He said he wo,uld buy shoes to match his clothing, but now he buys clothing
to match his shoes.
I le said his mother and his brother also own numerous pairs of shoes.
Coney said although shoe shopping is "usually a woman thing," there
are other men out there who share his fascination.
He considers his love of shoes an obsession.
"I look at everybody's shoes," he said. "It is a first-impression type

Stepping
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Style
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Students admit shoe obsession
Story by Kasey Doyle/Progress

thing. If you take care of your shoes, you take care of
yourself."
Roy said he doesn't think shoe fetishes could be considered obsessions.
"I think there are more people obsessed with eating at McDonald's," he said.
Both Roy and Steele said their clearance sections are the
most popular among shoe shoppers.
Roy said the low-priced shoes are always popular, and the
$19.99 department at Soft Shoe is "always full of customers."
"Price is just a huge issue." Roy said.
Coney also said price is a big issue when buying shoes, and
he said it is harder for men to buy low-priced shoes than it is
for women.
He said women can buy a nice pair of shoes for $12 to $20,
but men usually have to pay at least $50 for a good pair of
shoes.
Coney admits to having spent up to $130 for shoes.
He said Timberland and Nike shoes are his favorite
brands, and he is looking forward to the new styles coming out this season.
Steele said boots are popular during this time of year.
Ankle-high and knee-high boots are among the styles
seen this season, and Steele said pink or tan Uggs,
fur-lined boots, are also very trendy during the
winter months.
Reach Kascy at
kasey _doyle 7(<i)eku. edit
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Dance Theatre to express emotion Poetry contest open
to Eastern students

BY MEGAN JONES

fed
Student-choreographed
[lancing, vivid lights and talented performent can only mean
one thing.
Hir KKU Dance I'healre is
back again this tail and promises lu wow students, faculty and
musts alike at H p.m. Nov. l.s
and l'i at the Student Services
Ituilding Auditorium.
\ special matinee perforipance will also be held on Saturday al - p.m. at the SSI),
liikels are available at the
door at S.i per student and S.s
per nun student. Nats may, also
bi' reserved In contacting the
Richards Alumni House at liL'L'I2«).
I'he Dance Theatre performs one show each semester
featuring about KWiO dancers.
Many ol the dancers are
students who an1 motivated to
perform because ol their passion lor dancing rather than
academic credit, said Marianne
\K \dain. director of I"Kl'
Dance Theatre.
"It is an extracurricular for
all ol us. and vei > lew students
aii' vetting (academic) credit
lor it.'' McAdam said. "It's
something we really have a passion lor.-and we really enjoy e\
pi essing ourselves thai way "
I lance I'healre is .111 opporluniiy lor students and faculty to
creatively express themselves
through dance. McAdam said.
"There's really no other outlet around here to do that." she
added.
A lew pieces from the I lance
l.lieatre encompass emotions
-mh as hope anil the future
I In re will also he dances that
will feature grade-school performers expressing the innocence of the young.
Students
who
choreographed the dances lor Dance
Theatre wire moved by outside

Awards offer
applicants
publishing
opportunity
BY BOB FLYNN
Contributing writer

Brooke Rasor/Progress
There are about 40-60 dancers who participate in EKU Dance Theatre each semester This tall, the EKU Dance
Theatre performance will be held at 8 p.m. Nov. 18 and 19 with a special matinee showing at 2 p.m. Saturday at the
Student Services Building Auditorium Tickets are $5 per student and $8 per non student

forces.
Noelle Roberts, a senior
psychology major, discovered
that her lather had melanoma
cancer for 20 years and that it
had spread to another part of
his body.
Dance was an outlet for the
pain from that discovery, she
said.
The piec. "Phoenix," and,
the music, written by Roberts
brother, will be performed together to create a sense of hope
al Dance I'healre.
"A Child Shall Lead Us" is
the lirsi piece choreographed
by Kalrina Martir. a senior special-education major.
"Kalrina Martir wanted to
express how different cultures
have uniqueness in their dances, but at the same lime we're
all the same underneath and
that we need to celebrate our

differences and similarities and
connectedness as human beings," McAdam said. "And children are the way to assimilate
that."
The Dance Theatre does
not receive budget funding
from the university but is supported through ticket sales and
Friends of Dance Theatre, individuals who donate to Dance

Theatre.

Funds are used for student
scholarships to summer dance
workshops, guest choreographers and teachers, costumes
for performances, lighting and
sound personnel and equipment needed for the concert.
Students who are interested
in Dance Theatre are encouraged to take PHF 25(1. a beginning dance technique class.
"The nice thing about our
concerts is that there is a lot of

variety because we do both ballroom and artistic dances that
encompass modern jazz, ballet
or tap," McAdam said. "So we
always have a lot ol variety."
According to McAdam. most
people who have not watched
dance before love Dance Theatre.
"Most of our dancers don't
have a lot of training." McAdam
added. "Most start while at
school, so it is impressive to
people because they are not so
far beyond what they can do,
and yet they turn out fabulous.
creative pieces that speak from
the heart."
For more information about
EKU Dance Theatre, send McAdam an e-mail at marianne.
mcadam''.eku.edu.

Reach Megan at
megan jones 123iiieku.edu

Eastern students who have
always wanted to have their
poetry published now have the
opportunity. Christine Delia,
an English professor, is now accepting entries lor the second
annual Doppel and Agatha poetry awards.
The winner ol each award
receives $100, and their work
will be published in Aurora, a
student magazine published by
the English and theatre departments.
Delea, the author of two
books of poetry, said she started the awards to promote poetry at Eastern.
The contests are not just for
English or creative writing majors but are open to all students
who love poetry
'"too have nothing to lose,"
Delea said. "There is no paperwork to till out. and who
couldn't use an extra $100 to
buy Christmas presents or to
pay some of those parking tickets?"
The Doppel award is for undergraduate students, and this
year's theme is any interpretation ol doppelgangers. doubling
or "the other." The deadline for
entry for the Doppel award is

Dec. 1.
The Agatha award is for
graduate students and the
theme is mystery, which may
be interpreted broadly. Die Ag-

«

You have
nothing to lose.
There is no
paperwork to
fill out, and who
couldn't use an
extra $100 to
buy Christmas
presents...?
—Christine Delea
English professor

»
atha award deadline is March
1.
The winners will be chosen
by blind judging. The work
is judged only on its original
ity. word play, imaginativeness
and adherence to theme. The
papers Delea will read will not
have any names on them.
Students may submit one to
three poems and should submit
two copies of each poem. One
copy should have no name on it.
but the other copy should have
the submitter's name, school

and permanent address, phone
number and e-mail address.
I'he entries should be in
an envelope marked PoetryAwards and also indicate Dop|x-l or Agatha on the envelope,
All entries should be submitted
to Young Smith in Case Annex
room 395 and must be in by
noon on the due date.
Reach Hob at
progressfieku.edu
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Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United
States Air Force, it's unlikely you'll even spend it in the same state or country.
You'll have the opportunity to practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields
in a variety of nursing environments. And you'll feel a greater sense of shared
responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually ,lead your team.
Sound like the kind of career you'd like to have7 Then call 1-800--423-USAF.
AIRF0RCE.COM • 1-800-423-USAF
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Double vision: Student ad model goes national
BY STEPHANIE SCHELL

Who's That?editoi

Emily Campbell

"There's tin- girl who >oks
jusi like you," is a phra* she
hears often.
Well, it'snol a girl thai looks
just like her, and ii's*noi her
[win. Ii is she and her face
is plastered all over National
City ads around the county,
state and country. Her name is
Emily Campbell, and there is
reason to do a double take.
This is Campbell's first
semester at Eastern, and she
is already making a name lor
herself in Madison County. A
native of Lexington, Campbell
attended Western Kentucky
University and University ol
Kentucky before making her
way to Eastern.
By growing up in Lexington
and attending UK. She said ii
was time for a change. She
came to Eastern to step out
of her comfort zone and meet
new people. She has met a lot
of new people because ol her
recent national appearance.
"I don't know many strangers," Campbell said
With the line of work
Campbell has in mind, being
shy is not ideal. Campbell is
a broadcast news major with
intentions of taking advertising courses along the way.
Advertising is right up her
alley in more ways than one.
Campbell is an advertising model. She is recognized
through her first national and
biggest gig yet — the National
City ad with a life-size cutout of
herself.
"I thought it was going to be
a pamphlet." Campbell said.
l'o her and her family's surprise, it was not a pamphlet that
lay on counters of National City
banks around the community.
It was a full-scale picture of her

Model behavior:
check out Campbell's
credentials...
TV/commercial
experience:
•Spike TV
•Lextran
•Toyota
•WKYT fashion seg
•Tourism TV ad

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Emily Campbell has always loved to entertain. As a broadcast news major, she will have the
opportunity to entertain as a career. For now. Campbell models when her schedule allows. She
recently did a National City Bank ad that has gone national, literally.

and the National City gilt card
for the upcoming holiday sea
son anil for the nation to see,
Campbell's parents love
the experience she is getting
through ad modeling. She said
her parents' Screensaver on
their computer is of Campbell's
National City ad.
"They're so cute," Campbell
said ol her parents. "They love
it."
Don't
be blinded In
Campbell's beauty: she is more
than just a pretty face. Besides
modeling, Campbell has acting
and singing experience.
She has made the most of
her experience with Images
Modeling and Talent Agency,
ol which she has been a member since she was II. Now

L'L', Campbell is Administrative
Assistant/Modeling Instructor

at Images.

She has earned many
of her credentials through
International Modeling and
Talent Association. IMTA holds
two conventions each year, one
in Los Angeles in January and
the other in New York in July.
According to IMTA's Web
site, it a great opportunity for
aspiring models and potential
talent to showcase their skills
in front of top fashion and talent agents from markets all
over the world.
Campbell attended the convention in l.ns Angeles this
>ear in which she received
third runner-up in both Female
Vocalist and Female Actress ol

the Year at IMTA and fourth
runner-up in theatrical head
shot at IMTA.
This year in New York,
Campbell was a make-up artist
for the competing models and
talent.
IMTA is an international
organization. Thousands of talent and models from all over
the world attend IMTA conventions.

. An agent attending the
IMTA

convention

in

Los

Angeles approached Campbell
to suggest Ileyman Talent, an
agency out of Ohio. Through
the agency, Campbell receives
weekly offers for ad modeling
opportunities. She often turns
down jobs because of her hectic schedule. School is priority

Jobs with Images:
• IMTA Make-up artist
•Photo shoot stylist
• Pageant coach
• National pageant judge
• IMTA award winner
for Campbell. When National
City called, she just so happened to have an Opening.
The same day National City
called, so did Sporty's Sporty's
is a catalogue and Campbell
will be making her debut in the
spring edition.
"It's been fun," Campbell
said. "It looks good on a resume and credentials as a teacher
(at Images)."
For the National City ad.
Campbell said she shot L'tMt-lfOO
photos in a matter of about two
and a half hours. Hie Sporty's
ad took about three hours and
she cleared $125 an hour for
each shoot.
National City is required to
pay J)er a IMage lee of her
photo for this holiday season.

It the) choose to use her photo
again for a different ad. they,
must pa) her another usage
fee of S350. Hey man Talent
get- a cut of her earnings for
being her model agency.
As a child. Campbell said,
-he wanted to be an entertainer, but modeling as a career
will not be the way she entertain- the world.
"You
loose
privacy,"
c ampbell said. "You're continually getting critiqued."
C ampbell said she does not
want to have to rely on modeling to pay her bills. Modeling
on the side is ideal: she always
wants to be able to enjoy modeling, not look at it as a task.
With
broadcast
news,
Campbell feels she is able to
entertain the world in a different way with a different kind
of entertainment. Her interest in sports may lead her to
sports coverage, but she wants
to pursue new- anchoring as a
career.
She is currently taking acting lessons and still taking
voice lessons, which she has
done for about 11 years.
"You have to keep it up."
Campbell said. "You have to be
patient with the entertainment
industry. You have to receive
some type of training."
Campbell said some entertainers expect to just jump in
the business immediately. It
isn't likely to get picked up that
way. but Campbell encourages those interested in getting
involved with the industry in
any way possible.
Check Campbell out by logging on to www.imagesmodrlagency.com and clicking the
staff icon. Her complete bio is
on the site — and guys, she's
single.
Reach Stephanie at
Stephanie scheil'leku.edu

Colonel

Ladv Colonel
Sh

VOLLEYBALL

EKU COMFORT SUITES TIP-OFF TOURNAMENT
Friday. November 19
Jackson State vs. Georgia Southern
4 PM
Eastern Kentucky vs. Radford
6 PM
Saturday. November 20
Consolation
Noon
Championship
2 PM

Vt ^

ItVPI//.

Saturday, U&mbaL 2Q
#3 Jacksonville St. vs. #6 Morehead St
#4 SE Missouri vs. #5 Austin Peay
SMDila^ November 21
#2 Eastern Illinois vs. JSU/MSU Winner
#1 Eastern Kentucky vs. SE/AP Winner
Monday. November 22
OVC Championship Game

5:30 PM
8 PM
2 PM
5 PM
4 PM

GENERAL ADMISSION $5 Per Session
First 150 Full-Time EKU Students Admitted
FREE Each Session With Valid ID

Students Admitted
FREE With Valid ID

Colonel
Tuesday. November 23
EKU vs. Webster
Saturday. November 27
EKU vs. Mt. St. Joseph

m

7:30 PM
7:30 PM

Students Admitted FREE With Valid ID

B4 Thursday, November 18. 2(M)4

Todd Purvis, editor
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KINGS COURT
OF
THE

Most talent in years, coach says
B* TODD PURVIS
Sports editor
Just when many spectators
and fans were beginning to

question which direction the

Date

Opponent

Time

Nov. 21
Nov. 23
Nov. 27
Dec. 2
Dec. 4
Dec. S
Dec. 11
Dec. 14
Dee. 20
Dec. 22
Dee. 30
Jan. ft
Jan. 8
Jan. 13
Jan. 15
Jan. 20
Jan.22
Jan. 27
Jan. 29
Feb. 1
Feb. 3
Feb. 10
Feb. 12
Feb. 17
Feb. 19
Feb. 22
Feb. 26
March I
March 4
March 5

Dayton
Webster
Mt. St. Joseph
Savannah State
Coastal Carolina
Western Kentucky
Robert Morris
Greenville College
Savannah State
Florida
Louisville
*UT Martin
*Murray State
* Austin Peay
*Tennessee Tech
"Jacksonville State
*Samford
*Murray State
*LT Martin
*Morehead State
*Tcnnessec State
*Samford
"Jacksonville State
"Southeast Missouri
"Eastern Illinois
"Morehead State
""Austin Peay
OVC Tourney First Rd.
OVC Semifinals
OVC Finals

2:00 p.m.,
7:30 p.m.'
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA
TBA
TBA

* OVC games
Home games in hold

NO

NAME

3

POS

HT

WT

CL

Zach Ingles

G

6-2

190

4

Stephen Gabbard

G

6-4

5

Bubba Long

G

10

Ben Rushing

11

•men's basketball program was
going, coach Travis Ford and
the Colonels suddenly made a
believer out of nearly everyone.
Last year Eastern had its
best season during the lord era
with a 14-15 record and were
8-K in league play, which led to
a final-four finish in the conference tournament. After picking
up a first-round win in the OVC
tournament over Samford. the
Colonels fell 62-57 to Austin
Peay
"I'm excited about this year."
Ford said. "We ended up last
year on a verj good note; we
made it to the OVC tournament in Nashville, which was a
goal of our team last year, and
we're hoping that last year's
progression will carry over to
this year's team."
Although hosting a home
game and making it to the final
four of the conference tournament was one of the team's
goals last season, Ford and
the Colonels are not satisfied with that success and are
looking to make a run at a
conference title this season.
"We really haven't accomplished what we want to." Ford
said. "We want to make it to the
NCAA tournament, and this is
the first year that we think we
have a chance to do it."
From last season's team.
Eastern has lost two starters in
Jon Bentley and Mike Scott but
have added four freshman and
three junior college transfers
that are expected to step in and
play a vital role in the team's
success.
This team is more talented than any team that I've had
hen." Ford said.
The freshmen could see
playing time early in the season,
based on how quickly they can
pick up on the system.
"We've added depth; we have
(four) freshmen that have really
been competing everyday in
practice." Ford said. "I think
we've improved our basketball
team in several different areas."
()ther new faces added to the
Colonel squad are junior college transfers Alonzo Hird. Zach
Ingles and Jason Mcl.eish.
Hird is the team's true center that transferred from Santa
Fe Junior College. He is known
for his excellent defensive skills
and is a solid rebounder.
"Akmzo Hird is probably the
best big man defensively that
I've ever coached." Ford said.
"Alonzo has really made his
presence known defensively in
practice already."
^
Ingles is shooting guard
that transferred from PascoHernando Junior College,
where he is known for his outstanding ability to score, both
from behind the arc and by his
ability to gel to the rim.
"Zach is one of the better
scorers that I've coached," Ford
said. "He can really shoot the
basketball, and he can really
create his own shot, and he is
going to add instant offense to
our basketball team."
Mcl.eish, a transfer from
West! luster Junior College, will
also be an asset to the team for
his ability to score and his ability to play defense.
"Jason Mcl-eish is one of
the quicker guards that I've
coached." Ford said. "He can

really pressure the basketball."
Ix>sing only two starters from
last year's team, the Colonels
return most of their offense and
are looking to build off of the
team chemistry that they developed late in the season and are
searching for their first winning season in 11 years.
Of the returning players
for the Colonels, junior All(>H guard Matt Witt will lead
the team as both the leading
scorer and as the point guard,
last season. Witt averaged
15.6 points and 5.5 assists
for Eastern.
"Matt Witt is our
point guard: he is our
ieader of our basketball
team." Ford said.
"Matt Witt is a true
talent, he's a young m;in
that can control a basketball game."
Also leading the
Colonels' in the backcourt will be senior
guards Ben Rushing

and Austin Newton.
Rushing averaged 9.6 points
|)er game last season off the
bench and is a threat on the
perimeter when he's on the
floor.
"Ben Rushing is out right
now. but hell be back in the
middle of December, but he's
really shown great leadership,"
Ford said.
Newton is a four-year player
for the Colonels who shows
excellent leadership and is a
solid backup point guard.
"Austin is showing great
senior leadership on our team
this year," Ford said.
The returning force in the
post for the Colonels is senior
forward Michael Haney. last
season.
Haney
averaged
11.4 points and collected 6.3
rebounds for Eastern. This season marks the fourth-straight
season that Haney has been a
starter for the Colonels.
"Michael Haney is playing
the best basketball of his career,
because he's healthy right now,"
Ford said. "Michael Haney is
ready for a great year."
Another solid post player
who returns to the Colonel
lineup is sophomore forward
Mike Brock. Brock averaged
2.3 points and 1.4 rebounds a
game for Eastern last season.
"Mike Brock is really playing well in the post right now,"
Ford said.
Also joining Eastern from
last year's squad is sophomore guard Julian Mascoll.
Mascoli started 20 games for
the Colonels last season and is
known for his athleticism and
defensive skills.
Coming into this season, the
Colonels have been picked as
the third best team in the conference behind Murray State
and Tennessee State.
"Being picked preseason
third in the conference
shows some progression in
our program," Ford said. "It
really doesn't mean anything
because it's where you end up
its not where you start, but I

Photos by Nathan
Gray/Progress

think it's the highest that our
men's team has been ranked
preseason in a very, very long
time."
To prepare for this year's
solid conference competition,
the Colonels have put together
a very strong non-conference
schedule that consists of teams
such as Dayton, Florida and
Ixjuisville.
"We use the game against
Florida and the game against
Louisville to realiy see where
our team stands," Ford said.
"We use these games to get
great experiences and to play
in great environments. These
teams really exploit your weaknesses."

In addition to Eastern's rough
nonconference schedule, it's
conference schedule is difficult
as well, but Ford is confident
that his team can compete.
"There are five teams in the
conference that have very, very
good basketball teams, and I
think we're one of them," Ford
said.
Eastern tips off its regular
season on the road this year
at 2 p.m. Sunday with a trip to
Dayton. Ohio, to take on the
Dayton Myers. The Colonels
return home Tuesday night at
7:3(1 to host Webster.
Reach Todd at
toddJ>urvkl@eku.edu

Hometown

21

Darnel DiaHs

F

6-8

200

Fr.

Lexington

Jr.

Gowen, Mich.

23

Julian Mascoll

F

6-5

200

So.

Clearwater, Fla.

IBS

Fr.

ArmvMe

30

Jason McLeish

G

6-0

165

Jr.

Queens, N.Y.

5-10

160

Fr.

Owensboro

31

Mamadou Diakhate

F

6-4

220

So.

Manhasset, N.Y.

G

5-11

175

r-Sr.

Clinton

32

Brandon Moore

F

64

190

So.

Huntington, W.Va.

Austin Newton

G

5-8

165

Sr.

Campbellsville

33

Alonzo Hird

F

6-9

205

Jr.

Deland. Fla

12

Matt Witt

a

6-0

180

Jr.

Tlpp City, Ohio

35

Michael Haney

F

6-6

221

Sr.

Madison vWe

15

Michael Brock

F

6-7

225

So.

Independence

44

Ryan Wlersma

F

6-6

220

Fr.

Newark, Ohio
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SHOOTING SUCCESS
FOR

Women set sights on OVC title
BY TODD PURVIS Huffman. The senior forward
Sports editor averaged 2.9 points and 1.4

Laura Shelton

Date

Opponent

Time

Nov. 19
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 22
Nov. 26
Nov. 27
Dec. 5
Dec. 9
Dec. 18
Dec. 19
Dec. 29
Dec. 29
Dec. 30
Dec. 30
Jan. 6
Jan. 8
Jan. 13
Jan. 15
Jan. 20
Jan. 22
Jan. 27
Jan. 29
Feb. 1
Feb. 3
Feb. 10
Feb. 12
Feb.17
Feb.19
Feb.24
Feb. 26
March 1
March 4
March 5

6:00 PM
%vsRadford
%vs Consolation
12:00 PM
%vs Championship
2:00 PM
at Western Carolina
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
!at Florida State
!vs Appalachian State or Miami (OH)
at Southwest Missouri St.
3:10 PM
at Indiana State
5:30 PM
$vs Iowa State
$vs Northern Arizona or UNLV
A
vs Morehead State vs. Long wood
A
vs Southern A&M
7:30 PM
A
vs MSU vs. Southern A&M
A
vs Longwood
4:00 PM
♦at Tennessee-Martin
6:30 PM
6:15 PM
*at Murray State
6:15 PM
*at Austin Peay
*at Tennessee Tech
6:30 PM
5:30 PM
*vs Jacksonville State
5:30 PM
*vs Samford
5:30 PM
*vs Murray State
5:00 PM
*vs Tennessee-Martin
5:30 PM
*vs Morehead State
6:30 PM
*at Tennessee State
*at Samford
6:00 PM
6:00 PM
*at Jacksonville State
5:30 PM
*vs Southeast Missouri
5:30 PM
*vs Eastern Illinois
*at Morehead State
7:00 PM
5:30 PM
*vs Austin Peay
vs OVC Tournament
TBA
TBA
vs OVC Tournament
vs OVC Tournament TBA

% EKU Comfort Suites Tip-Off Tournament
! Seminole Classic - Tallahassee. Fla.
A
EKU Comfort Suites Classic - Richmond. Ky.
$ UNLV Duel in the Desert - Las Vegas. Nev.
* Ohio Valley Conference Game

After knockinn on the door
of an OVC
championship
last season, the
I.ady Colonels
are looking to
feed off last season's successes
and are hoping
to Ret the extra
boost from their
experienced
front court to
capture their first
conference title in
seven years.
"We knocked
on the door last year.
and as long as we keep
knocking on the door.
hopefully that door is going
to open." coach tarry Joe
Inman said. "And that's our
goal this year, we're going to
open that door this year."
Although Eastern finished
last year's season in second
place, alter the 65-51 loss to
Austin Peay in the conference championship, the tady
Colonels won't be satisfied
until they have proved that
they are one of the top teams
in tin' country.
"Our goal is to win an OVC
championship and then a
national playoff." Inman said
The lady Colonels return
four of five starters from last
year's squad and should be a
force in the OVC once again.
"We return a lot of experienced post players." Inman
said. "I feel like our strength is
our post game and our experience."
last season, Eastern lost
one of the top players in the
conference in guard Katie
Kelly. Kelly scored 17 points
and handed out 2.8 assists per
game for the tady Colonels
last year.
"Katie was a special player,"
Inman said. "It's going to be
hard to replace her."

Although the Lady Colonels

lost their leading scorer, they
return four seniors from last
year's team.
"With our seniors, we bring
a wealth of experience to our
team," Inman said. "All of our
seniors started at one time last
year."
leading the way for Eastern
is the team's second-leading scorer from last season,
senior center Pam Garrett. The
I.ineville. Ala., native tossed in
8.5 points per game last season
and averaged 5.2 rebounds per
game for the tady Colonels.
Also leading Eastern in the
post is senior forward Miranda
Eckerle. List season Eckerle
averaged 8.1 points and 4.2
boards a name.
Another senior who will
be handling the duties in the
backcourl will be senior guard
Candis Cook. Cook averaged
(i.K points 3.9 rebounds and L'.L'
assists last season
"We've told CC (Candis
Cook) that it's her time to step
up and do what she's capable
of doing." Inman said. "I think
she can get the job done."
The lady Colonels are
also led by senior Ashleigh

rebounds per game last sea
son.
With the tady Colonels proving to have a solid post game
this season, their backcourl
also returns a key element to
the teams success, in junior
point guard Laura Shelton.
The team's lone Kentucky
native scored 7.6 points a game
and handed out 3.3 assists a
game last season.
Another junior who will play
a key role for the lady Colonels
this season is forward Louista
Pierre. Pierre averaged 1.6
points a game last season for

pete at the top level to be at the
top level." Inman said.
Although the nonconference schedule is going to be
tough, Inman hopes that it is a
schedule that will prepare his
team for a very lough conference schedule.
"We play a really lough
schedule this year." Inman
said. "This year's schedule
may not be as tough as last
years, but it's a schedule that
should prepare us for what has
to happen, and that is to get

in the national playoffs "
In Eastern's lone preseason
game ihis season, tin- lady
Colonels defeated
Sports
Reach by a score of 77-60.
Eastern's first regular sea
son contest will be ai <i p.m.
Friday .it Alumni Coliseum
against Kadford in the COmfort
Suites c lassie. Moth the consolation rounds and championship rounds are scheduled to
take place Saturday.

ourselves in a position to win

A'I ai li Tttdd at
todd purrisl@pku.edu

an OVC championship and be

Eastern.

Forward Fatai Hali'api'api
will lead the sophomore class.
Hali'api'api scored 4.7 points,
collected 3.1 rebounds and 1.7
blocks per game last season.
"Fatai played great for us
last year: she carried us along
at
times
in the
Iour-

Pain Garret!

nament
last year."
Inman
said.
"We're expecting
big things out of
Fatai this year;
we think that she
has potential to
be one of the
best post players that has ever
played here."
Sophomores
Tamika Bowers and Kiejon
Johnson will also add to
Eastern's depth this season.
Although Eastern returns a
great deal of experience back
to this year's team, the freshman class will also prove to
be a big factor in the team's
success.
Since last season, the lady
Colonels have signed five freshmen who will add tremendous
depth to the team.
"We've tried to psychologically pass on to them that they
are not freshmen," Inman said.
"We've told them that they are
not freshmen; we figure that
if we let them know they artfreshmen, they might have an
excuse to play like one."
Of the five freshmen who
were added to this year's team,
four are guards.
"One of our weaknesses will
be some key positions of inexperience; we have good experience inside, we've got four of
five starters back." Inman said.
"After that, you can break out
the diapers, and the pacifiers
and the bottles because we've
got a bunch of babies coming
in here that do not have college

experience."
Once again, the tady
Colonels have a difficult nonconference schedule that consists of teams such as Indiana
Slate. Iowa State. UNLV and
Florida State.
"I feel like you have to con*

Photos by Nathan Gray/Progress

2004 Women's Basketball Roster

20

Miranda Eckerle F

6-0

Sr.

Brookville, Ind.

5-10 Sr.

Poca. W.Va.
Nashville, Tenn.

NO

NAME

POS HT

CL

Hometown

21

Ashleigh HuffmanG

5

Fatai Hala'api'api

C

6-1

So.

Lahaina, Hawaii

22

Tamika Bowers

G

5

10

Louista Pierre

F

6-1

Jr.

Miami

23

Nancy Hoist

F

6-0

Fr.

Captain Cook, Hawaii

11

India Wood

G

5-7

Fr.

Athens, Ala.

33

Tamara Arnold

G

5-6

Fr.

Tallahassee, Fla.

12

Laura Shelton

G

5-5

Jr.

Munfordville

40

Kiejon Johnson

G

5-10 So.

Miami

14

Jennifer Patterson

G

5-7

Fr.

Etowah, Tenn.

42

Candis Cook

F

5-11 Sr.

College Station, Texas

15

Ashley Cazee

G

5-8

Fr.

MartinsviHe, Ind.

45

Pam Garrett

C

6-1

Lineville, Ala.

» &?•

Sr.

MB
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Junior middle blocker Liz Guard spikes a ball in Saturday's victory
over Austin Peay State University With the victory, the Colonels

secured the No. 1 seed In the OVC tournament. The OVC tournament begins Saturday and will last through Monday.

Spilcin' to victory
Volleyball team finishes
regular season on top
BY BRANDON ROBERTS
Sports writer

Eastern's volleyball team
is co-champion of the Ohio
Valley Conference and is the
No. I seed for the tournament alter a pair of victories
this past week. The wins also
make the Colonel* tournament hosts.
Eastern's first win came
on the road with a 3-1 win at
Morehead state.
"We knew coming in that
the Morehead Kami- on the
road was going to be tough."
coach I-ori Duncan said. "I
was pleased with the way
our kids handled the atmosphere there."
Eastern (254,15-1), paced
by senior Lesley AJdridge,
who recorded 23 digs and 11
kills in the win. also had help
from the hitting of junior
I i/ Guard, who hit .593, and
sophomore Kasha Brozek,
who hit .538.
Guard moved past former
Colonel Amy Merron and
into sole possession of third
place on Easterns all-time
attacks list with iiii.
Eastern fought from
behind to earn victories in
the first two games and lost
a close third game.
A 30-27 victory in game
four nave Eastern the
match.
A 20.29 digs-per-game
average ranks Eastern sec
ond in the nation. However.
MSI' held Eastern to only
58 digs over the four-game
match.

Freshman Brittany Nobilio
led the Colonel's in the match
with 18digs followed by sophomore Jessica Sabalh.

Nobilio's 34 digs were also
her personal best and marked
her sixth :S(>-plus digs match ol
the year.
Eastern stood at a six-point
advantage early in game OIK
On two separate occasions.

Women's soccer
coach hopes for
successful start
BY ARTHUR LEWIS

What if you had an opportunity lo be head coach of an
athletic team in its inaugural
season? h'or most people, this is
a dream too far removed from
reality. But for Eastern's firsi

Women's soccer coach, Lindsay
Basalyga this is reality.

the <)\c tournament.

best.

Women's soccer coach Lindsay Basalyga is looking forward to
being the first women's soccer coach in school history.

Assistant sports editor

Eastern vs. APSD
In what was arguably the
most important game of the
season. Eastern welcomed
Austin Peay into McBrayer
Arena on Saturday.
The Colonel's earned a 3-2
victory over AI'SI and secured
the position of OVC co-champ
and tin' overall No. 1 seed in
"Austin Peay was »ery
ready." Duncan said. "We knew
the last two teams we played
weren't just going to let us
cruise into the championship."
Eastern rallied from a 21 deficit after the first three
games to lie the match at 2-2.
Eastern then went on to win
games four and five and secure
the match.
AJdridge had 28 kills and 34
digs in the effort. Her 34-dig
total in the match moved her
past Becky Galati as Colonel'-.
all-time leader in digs.
Guard had 21 kills and four
blocks in the win. and freshman
Amy Arlighaus had 18 kiUs;
which tied her career high.
Sophomore Kelly Jennings
added 15 digs, and her 74
a--isls is her new personal

Brooke Rason/Progress

Nathan Gray/Progress
Freshman defensive specialist Brittany Nobilio digs one of her 34
balls in Saturday s 3-2 win over Austin Peay

Al'Sl pulled within a point but
wiii1 never able to take the
lead and the Colonel's went on
to ii 30-26 victory.
AI'SI' evened up the score
in game two with a 30-28 victory, riding two Eastern service
errors to claim victory, then
Went ahead 2-1 in (he match by
winning game three.
Eastern then captured game
lyui by a score ol 30-2] to lie
up iln match ai 2-2.
The decisive game five was
played to a 13-13 tie before
Eastern scored two unanswered points to win the game
15-13 and the match 3-2.
"In game five, we were down
11-7 and in a spot where it's
either step up or we'll be going
to Charleston. III., for the OVC
Championships," Duncan --aid
"We fought and fought until we

gained control of the game
and ultimately the match."
The rare five-game match
for tin- Colonels Set new season highs for them in kills.
85, and in digs. 131.
"Our kids know they can
be down 11-7 and still win
the game — and that's the
key," Duncan said. "The
pressure is on us. We are all
(Ml going into the weekend,
and it's win or go home."
The 2004 OVC Volleyball
Championships
will
take place Nov. 20-22, in
Richmond. Eastern's firsi
match will be Saturday at
8 p.m. when they will play
(he winner of No. I seed
Southeast Missouri and
No.f, seed AIM

Reach Brandon ut
brinidim roherts&eku i iln

This is a dream come
true." Basalyga said. "Not too
many coaches can say they've
helped to slarl a program from

ii

Not too many
coaches can say
they've helped to
start a program
from scratch.
— Lindsay Basalyga

Women's soccer coach

scratch."
Basalyga was hired in
September by former Athletic
Director John Schaffer while
working as Toledo's assistant
coach of the women's soccer
team, she was at Toledo for
four seasons.
Although the team doesn't
have any players yet, Basalyga
has been proactive in her
attempts to build a solid program. She has spent many
exhaustive days and nights
watching films of recruits, taking recruiting trips and trying
io organize Eastern's first official soccer team. She expects
to have a graduate assistant
around May.
Basalyga just received her
first commitment Monday.
About 1" club soccer players
have contacted Basalyga with
interests of joining the team.
She hopes lo assemble a team
of 2f> players but will settle (or
18 if it means not sacrificing

talent.
"I want lo have an athletic

team with great soccer sense."
Basalyga said. "Eventually, I
hope io gei blue chip players."
Until this year. Eastern was
one of two schools in the OVC
that did not have a women's
soccer team. Basalyga appreciates
University Joanne
Glasser's acknowledgement for
Eastern's need for the sport
due lo the demand and growth
of women's soccer.
The spoil is growing, even
in Madison County," Basalyga
said.
During her soccer career at
Maryland, she was a midfielder and forward who brought
creativity and technical soundness io her team She plans
to bring the same attitude to
the firsi women's soccer team
during her coaching career at

Eastern.
Reach Arthur at
arthur lewis30Qiku.edu

Colonels wrap up season with trip to Tennessee Tech
BY JLQDD PURVIS
Sports ed'tor

With all but one game left
on the schedule lor the football
Colonels this season, coach
Danny Hope's squad conies
into this weekend's contest in a

must-win situation.
"We've slill gol a chance lo
finish at the top of our conference," Ho|M' said. "It's a big
game for our football team. We
expect our guys lo be ready."
Providing thai Eastern can
go on the road and drop the

Golden Eagles of Tennessee
Tech this Saturday, and if Jacksonville State were to lose to
Southeast Missouri Slate, the
Colonels have a chance at getting a share of their first conference championship since 1997,
Eastern comes into the contest looking to pick up its thirdstraight win in as many games,
which would lead to 27 straight
winning seasons for the team.
Die Colonels are currently tied
lor second in league play with a
conference mark of 5-2 and an
overall record of 5-5.
"It's unfortunate that our re-

cord Isn't as attractive as it is."
hope said "We've gol a heck of
a football team."
Last
weekend.
Eastern
downed the Tigers of Tennessee Stale by a 29-14 margin in
its last game at Roy Kidd Stadium this season.
Tennessee Tech is currently
fourth in the conference wiih
a league record of 3-3 and an
overall record of 6-4 on the sea
son. Die Golden Eagles com.
into this weekend's game looking lo snap a three-game losing
streak with their last loss com
ing to Southeast Missouri lasl
weekend by a score of 11-38 in a
game that was decided in overtime.
"lech is a really good foot
ball team." Hope said. They're
noi one-dimensional on offense;
they do a little bit of everything."
The battle between the two
conference rivals will be the
(ilst time the two teams have
played since they first met in
PKS7. Ea8tern leads the all-time
series 44-Hi.
The Colonels look to get a
lift this weekend from senior
tailback C.J. Hudson. Hudson

has rushed lor 1,156 and eight
touchdowns so far this season,
and with his 132 yards lasl
weekend over Tennessee Slate.

he eclipsed the l.'MXi career
rushing mark at Eastern. The
senior is currently third on the
all-lime rushing lisl with 1,102
yards for his career in Eastern.
With (Juice -siill suffering
from a nagging shoulder injury
and Greco's ankle injury in last
weekend's game, tin- Colonels'
third-string quarterback Adam

Ellis could get the firsi starting
nod of his career this weekend.
"Guice will not be available,
and right now we're optimistic
about Greco, but Ellis has really
developed," Ho|>e said. "He's
starling io get arm strength
back, and he's starling to execute heller."
I'he Eastern defense will be
tested once again this weekend, as they face the third-besl
passer in the conference in Robert Craft. Craft averages 224
passing yards per game and
has thrown 115 touchdowns this
season.
leading the way for the
Golden Magics ground attack
will be junior running back

Trey Bonner and sophomore
running back Derek While.
Bonner averages 71 rushing
yards a game and has scored
seven touchdowns this season
while White averages lii! rushing sards per game and also has
found tin- end /one seven .times
Ibis season on the ground.
Colonel junior linebacker
Jerome Jones leads the way for
the Eastern defensive unit with
an average of ten tackles |M-r
game and has managed to record 12.f> tackles for a loss, two
sacks, one forced fumble and
one blocked kick Ibis season.
Senior safety Pierre Wright
averages 9.1 stops a game while
lie has also tallied 7.5 tackles for
a loss, four sacks, six intercept
lions, two forced fumbles and
lour blocked kicks this season
for the Colonels.
Kickoifior Eastern's last contest ol the season is scheduled
for 2 p.m. Saturday at Tucker

Stadium in Cookeville, Tenn.
"Everybody has to step up
this weekend; it will lake a learn
effort to win." Hope said.
Reach Todd at
todd_pums 1" eku. edu

Nathan Gray/Progress
Junior linebacker Jerome Jones (left) and senior tackle Derrick Hill
stuff Tennessee State's running back Charles Anthony. Anthony
rushed for 158 yards and two touchdowns against Eastern.
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Colonels tame Tigers
Hudson,
Barber boost
Eastern over
Tech 29-14
BY TQDQPUBMS
Sports editor

Although last weekend's
conference battle showcased
the two top running backs in
the league in CJ. Hudson and
Charles Anthony, it was heroics
of freshman Kyle Barber that
lifted the Colonels over Tennessee State. 29-14.
Karly in the fourth quarter,
following a Tennessee State
touchdown, which narrowed
the Colonels lead to 22-14. Barber responded by taking the ensuing kickoff 97 yards to the pay
dirt to push Eastern's lead up to
29-14,with 14:14 left in the final
stanza of play.
"It was a great return that
had many great blocks." coach
Danny Hope said. "It was one
of the best-blocked kick returns
that I've ever seen."
For Barber's performance
against the Tigers, he was
named National Player of the
Week by Hanson's Weekly Football Gazette and was named
OVC Special Teams Player of
the Week.
"Kyle is a heck of a specialteams player that is always a
threeat when he returns kicks,"
Hope said.
Kven though Barber's explosive return proved to be one of
the key plays in the game, the
Colonel offense was led once
again by the stellar performance
of Hudson. The senior carried
the ball 25 times for 132 yards
and two touchdowns in the
game and led the team with four
receptions for 47 yards.
"Ilie difference-maker in the
ball game was C.J. Hudson,"
Hope said. "CJ. really took the
game over n the first half."
After the Colonel defense
forced the Tigers to a quick three
and out on their first possession
of the game. F.astern marched
downfield and punched the ball
into the end zone on its first
drive. After the Kastern offense
picked up several first downs on

Above: Senior running
back C.J. Hudson carries
the ball on one of his 25
attempts in Saturday's 2914 win over Tennessee
State. Hudson rushed tor
132 yards in the game,
which put him over the
4.000-career-rushingyard mark at Eastern.
Right: Freshman defensive back Derrick Huff
and junior cornerback
Tremayne Perkins celebrate after a Perkins interception last weekend.
Perkins also tallied four
stops in the game.

Photos by
Nathan Gray/
Progress

the drive. Hudson broke a 31
yard touchdown run with 8:48
to play in the first quarter, which
gave the Colonels the early lead
of 7-0.
Ihe 31-yard touchdown run
pushed Hudson over the 4.000career rushing yard mark here
at Kastern.
Following the Colonel touchdown, the Eastern defense
stepped up once again and
forced the Tigers to punt the
ball away, setting up another
Colonel touchdown.
Eastern drove the ball downfield very convincingly once
again and found the end zone
when junior fullback Brandon
Rosser drove the ball across the
goal line from one yard out, giving the Colonels a 13-0 lead.
"We started the game off
clicking on offense," Hope said.
The first two drives we had
we took it down the field and
scored, and I was excited about
what I was seeing."
On the extra point attempt,
the Tennessee State defense
jumped offsides, which set up a
two-point conversion attempt for
Eastern on the Tiger one-yard
line. FYom the one, sophomore
wide receiver Lewon lurry
connected on the conversion
attempt to extend the Colonel
|ead to 15-0 with 34 seconds left
in the first quarter.
In the second quarter, freshman quarterback Josh Greco
was sidelined with an ankle injury, which brought in junior
quarterback Adam Ellis.
"Once again, our team was
faced with adversity, and everyone played as hard as they could
play," Hope said. "We kept playing hard and found a way to win
the game."
After an idle second quarter.
Tennessee State scored first in
the second half, as the league's
top rusher began to heat up.
Anthony gave the Tigers their
first score of the game when
he plunged the ball into the end
zone from one yard out, which
brought the Eastern lead to 15-7
with 8:24 left in the third quarter.
Although Anthony found the
end zone for the first time of the
evening, Hudson proved that he
wouldn't be outdone when he
scored his second touchdown of
the game on the ensuing drive.
On Hudson's third consecutive
rush attempt of the drive, he

broke another long run for a
touchdown, this time from 47
yards out, which extended East
ern's lead to 22-7 with *>:37 left in
the third quarter
As fourth quarter play began, the Tiger offense proved
to have one big play left in them
when junior defensive lineman
Frantzy Dorlean sacked Fast
ern quarterback Adam Ellis,
and forced him to fumble the
ball. 'Ihe fumble was recovered
by junior lineman Earnest Jones
on the Colonel one-yard line.
It took only one play for Anthony to find the pay dirt for
the second time of the contest,
as he cut the Eastern lead to 22
14 with 14:29 left in the fourth
quarter.
Following the Tennessee
State score. Barber fielded
the kickoff. found a seam up
the middle and was off to the
races. The freshman recorded
his first-ever kickoff return for
a touchdown, which couldn't
have came at a better time for ,
the Colonels The touchdown
extended Eastern's lead to 2914, which would eventually go
final, giving the Colonels their
second-straight win.
In addition to Barber's bin re
turn and Hudson's phenomenal
game, Eastern was led by senior
linebacker Justen Rivers and se
nior safety Pierre Wright
Rivers led the team with 12
tackles, six solos and one tackle
for a loss.
Wright picked up his sixth interception of the season and tallied 11 stops in the game, six of
which were solos and one sack
in the game.
Anthony rushed for 158
yards in the contest against the
Colonels for two touchdowns.
"We shut down their AllAmerican running back to 26
yards in the first half." Hope
said.
The Colonels wrap up their
season this weekend, when they
travel to Tennessee Tech to take
on the (iolden Eagles. If Eastern
can beat Tennessee Tech this
weekend, they still have a shot
at getting a share of the conference title.
Kickoff for the game is set
for 2 p.m. Saturday at Tucker
Stadium in Coookcville, Tenn.
Reach Toddat
todd J>urvislV6eku. edu

Cross country teams finish season with regional meet
BY ARTHUR LEWIS
Assistant sports editor

Both Eastern cross-country teams faired well in the
NCAA Southeast Regional
Championships in Greenville.
N.C.
'Ihe men tied for 11th place
with Appalachian State, beating
their in-state rivals Kentucky
and Western Kentucky, while
the women took 15th place in
their competition.
Although neither team
advanced to the NCAA championships, freshman Jacob

Korir's stellar performance
advanced him to the championships.
Korir came in sixth place
with a time of thirty minutes
and twenty one seconds in the
10K.
"Tin happy ... I clocked my
best time." Korir said.
Korir spoke of the learning experience that this race
brought him and how his strategy of starling the race loo
strong is something that he
will change for the championships.
"It pays to slay with the
pack until you know who to
break for." Korir said.

"It's important to save energy as long as you can."
During the men's race,
injury struck the Colonels as
junior Steve Maina was unable
to finish the race because an
illness hi' was battling.
"It didn't turn out to be
whal are expectations were,
but thats reality." junior James
Machungo said.
The Lady Colonels finished
without their dominant runner. Wendee Emory, as she
did not compete in the race.
Despite these circumstances, both teams showed great
resilience in their final race of
the season.

The women finished 15th
out of 25 teams and were
pleased with their performance.
They pulled together to finish the season on a strong
note.
"We definitely showed
improvement from our OVC
performance," junior Shannon
Tobias said. "You could tell
that we were a team."
Overall
coach
Rick
1 iiliiianii felt optimistic about
the women's youth and their
chances for next year.
He praised their cohesiven.ss as a team.
They ran as a pack." Coach

Want to write sports?
Call Todd at 622-1872
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859/623-4367

WEEKLY INCOME: BASE + COMMISSION
MANAGE 4 PERSON AD STAFF
HANDLE NATIONAL AND LOCAL ACCOUNTS
RECEIVE SALES ft MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE
ITS A GREAT POSITION FOR A HIGHLY MOTIVATED PERS ON
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Medium Cheese
w/Breadstick or

Cinnasticks

Delivery or Carryout

Porter Plaza

Just off 1-75 ;it Exit 87
;ita.wcd.-Thw ;j Behind Su/.uki on the Bypass
Hours
11-7 Vlon-Sat

Reach Arthur at
arthur Iewis30@eku edu
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Card
Readings

try team will make the transition to the track.
Coach Firdmann discussed
the impact that cross-countryrunners running track has on
them.
"Track makes them better cross country runners."
Coach Frdman said. Eastern's
first track meet will be at
the University of Kentucky
Invitational
on
Saturday
January 15.
Eastern's first track meet
will be at the University of
Kentucky. Jan. 15.
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Erdmann said. "I was not disappointed."
Except for Korir, both
teams will take a week off to
relax before the start of track
season for the cross-country
runners.
In preparation for Korir's
bid for collegiate supremacy,
he's been running 40-minute
runs, the 400m and 800m
and running a lot on various
roads.
Even some of his teammates are helping him to prepare by running with him.
"He's in a really good position," Machungo said.
Soon all of the cross-coun-

Domino's
Pizza

$6.97
1

Exp. 12/2/04

623-0030

622 1881
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The Cut & Color Experts

20%> off
Any Service
with this Al>

"Walk-ins Welcome"
830 Richmond Mall
Richmond AT, 40475
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'Halo 2' causes campus craze
(me of the key features for Sams is
thi' multiplayer feature that allows up
to 16 people to play at once. He also
likes the fact that the game is available
on Xbox live.
Xbox Ijve is a feature that allows
players who connect their game units
to the Internet and have a subscription to play against other subscribers
anywhere in the United States and in
24 other countries.
"Because ('Halo 2') is on Xbox
live. I can play it over the Internet,"
Sams said. "My brother lives in West
Virginia, and through this game I'm
able to play him."
Brian Bacelieri. an employee of
Blockbuster Video in Richmond and
a junior engineer major at Eastern,
said the gann' was very popular on its
release date at the store.
"It was a pretty big demand but
not as big as everybody thought,"
Bacelieri said.
He said the store had 23 copies
of "Halo 2" on its release date and all
were rented that day.
Bacelieri also said the main demographic renting the games were males
of high school and college age.
Sams agreed that men are the main
users of the game and also thinks
tournaments have become a common
occurrence on campus.
Tournaments are when groups of
players meet at a certain location or

niMnv HFI n
The Studio editor
(iroupsol students on campus have
been congregating ni dorm rooms for
hours since Nov. 9, but they're not
there to study.
They've gathered together to
immerse themselves in the gaming
world since the release of the much
anticipated Xbox video game "Halo
BY

#

Giving thanks
for little things
Because this is the lasi issue of
The Progress before Thanksgiving
break. I (nought I'd lake the time to
write about what I'm thankful for.
Sure. I'm thankful for my family
and friends and all the usual stuff, but
deep down my true thankfulness is
saved lot very special things.
For instance. I'm thankful lor tindollar menu at Wendy's. I'm broke,
.iiid when I'm hungry nothing sounds
better'lhan a meal for $3.15.
I'm also thankful for good
Samaritans and jumper cables.
Apparently. I have a mental block
when it comes to turning off my headlights in the morning.
Believe me, your battery will be
dead in a matter of a couple of hours
when your lights are on. and it's nice
when ;i kind stranger in the parking
lot stop-- to help.
Passengers in my car, as well as
myself, are thankful lor volume control. When I'm belting it out along

In the first 24 the hours the game
was available for sale on it's release
date of N6v, 9, the total revenue was
estimated at $125 million.
Aaron Sams, a senior history major,
and Aaron Ballard, a junior fitness and
wellness major, are two students and
residents of Clay Hall who were anticipating the release.
"I'd say we play at least three hours
a weekend." Sams said. "Probably
more than that."
Nuns pre-ordered his copy of "Halo
2" lor around $30 from the on-campus
computer store.
"Halo 2" is what is known as a firstperson shooter game and is based
around the story line of an alien civili/alion. called the Covenant, trying
to attack Ivarth. The player's role is to
protect the planet.
There are several objectives for
players depending on which course of
action is chosen

V*

Photo submitted
"Halo 2" hit stores Nov. 9 and gained $125 in sales. Its release has been anticipated by "Halo" fans including many students on campus.
through Xbox Live to compete against
each other in the game.
"At least once a month, you see
some sort of tournament going on
whether it's Halo' or college football,"
Ballard said.
"We get people together a lot to
play in the dorms," Sams said. "We
don't really call it an official tournament."
The original "Halo" also seems to
bring a large fan bast- to its successor.

Both Sams and Ballard owned the first
version of "Halo," and Sams said most
of the people he knew who owned the
first game now had the second.
Whether "Halo 2" has created a
gaming frenzy on campus, it's safe to
say fans are pleased.
"It's awesome." Ballard said. "I'd
definitely give it an A."
Reach Cindy at
cynthia heldtieku. edu

with Christina and Marian, loud music
is a blessing.
Ben & Jerry's is also close to my
heart. I don't know what I'd do il I
didn't have the most fattening, sugar
loaded ice cream to eat when I'm
stressed, depressed, happy or just
bored.
And every holiday, nothing cracks
me up like the dancing, musical
stuffed animals in every Wal-Mart
and Target.
It's thi' little things in life I'm truly
thankful for because it's the little
things that make me happy
lliis ITianksgiving don't forget the
little things no matter how stupid or
insignificant they might seem because
usually in life when you start to take
something for granted you lose it.
And where would, we be without the
things we love?
Reach C indy at
cynthia heldJi'eku. edu

'Polar Express' steams into theaters
it's scheduled to pick him up.
The steamer is headed to the
North Pole, and on the ride
the boy begins to believe
again and makes some
new friends on his adventurous journey.
When the train
finally arrives at its
destination, the boy realizes that seeing
really is believing and takes with him
the true magic of Christmas.
The animation is computer-generated in a way that makes the characters look very realistic in the face.
This look also makes the characters
appear a little creepy because in trying
to achieve that reality, the kids have a
robotic quality to them that just doesn't

BY CINDY HELD

The Studio editor
Warner Brothers' The Polar
Express" opined in theaters last
Wednesday and was the number two
movie at the box office last weekend,
bringing in $23.5 million.
The G-rated movie is based on
Chris Van Allsburg's children's book
The Polar Express." The story follows
a young boy who doubts whether Santa
Clans really exists. He wants to believe,
but everything is telling him the North
Pole and the magic aren't real.
Then, while asleep in his bed on
Christmas Eve, a train steams down
the road outside his house as though

look right.
Tom Hanks stars in the
movie and plays a total of five
roles. I questioned whether
not you would be able to
3UKk> or
tell the characters apart, but
Hanks does a good job giving
each role its own personality.
In all. Hanks plays the boy.
the father, the conductor, the hobo on
the train and Santa Claus.
The sceneries and graphics of the
train ride are by far the best parts of
the movie. Any child or child at heart
can't resist the chills and thrills the boy
encounters.
The characters, however, don't have
names, which I found odd and distancing. You don't seem to connect with

them.
The story line is also very simple
and lacking plot, which is appealing to
young children but hard for adults to
stay interested
Overall. The Polar Express" is an
endearing story that tugs at the heart
of anyone who believes in Santa or
anyone who remembers believing in
Santa. It just doesn't have that recipe
for a great Christmas movie.
I give The Polar Express" three
out of five palettes.

Reach Cindy at
cynthia held&eku.edu

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT
■)

WANTED
TO BUY

(TRAVEL/MISC. ^)

1 Bedroom Apt. Quiet loca- WANTED: Really cheap
tion near bypass and EKU. and reliable car or Jeep.
No pets. $360/mo. Includ- 623-6173.
ing utilities. Available midTRAVEL/MISC.
December. 859-200-2130.
Two 4-bedroom apartments. 1 1/2 baths. $550 a
month. 859-913-2155.
Roommate Needed.
Preferably female nonsmoker. Walking distance
to EKU. nice, big apartment. $250.00 plus utilities
a month. 859-625-8265.
Roommate Wanted.
Female Non-smoker. No
pets. Two Bedroom. Two
Bathroom. Free Internet
& Satellite. Close to campus. Call Kim at
770-656-2901.
FOR SALE)

Nice MONCOOSF bike
Paid $225. Will Sell for
$1?5. 623-6173.
HELP
& WANTED
Now accepting applications
lor all positions. Apply
in person.
Madison Gardens.
downtown.

#1 Spring Break Website!
Lowest prices guaranteed.
Free Meals & Free Drinks.
Book 11 people, get 12th
trip free! (iroup discounts
for 6+
www.SpringUrvHkLHacounts.CQiD
or 800-838-8202.

Spring Break
a

mH»WlW»

i-||,Hi|,I.irl»iH,'i.'iu:
In i 'Muls

•\m I-shirt

HELP WANTED: AD REPRESENTATIVES
Jump-start your career with The Eastern Progress Advertising Dept.
Add SALES EXPERIENCE to your resume while MAKING COMMISSION on the ads you sell. You'll have the opportunity to build relationships with area businesses while bringing in the revenue we need
to run a successful newspaper. We're looking for a person that our
advertisers can depend on. It's a flexible schedule where you'll get
as much out of it, as you put into it!

"wVTriC Eastern

*Come to Donovan Annex 117 lor an application 622 1881

M

I I If* lt"^^^

50% OFF December 2nd Issue

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From $2791 Includes Meals. Port Taxes,
Exclusive Beach Parties With 20* Of
Your Favorite TV CELEBRITIES
As Seen On Real World, Road Rules, Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
www.SprinqBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

01 - 10 words
11 - 20 words

^J^WKr-$&f*r
$J£XKT
iU4rfW
A^WKT
-$34rfXr

21 -30 words

31 - 40 words
41 - 50 words
51-60 words

L_

"1

RUN DATE(S) OF AD:

$2.00
$4.00
$6.00
$8.00
$ 10.00
$12.00

(Thursdays)

PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR PROGRESS USE ONLY

SPRING BREAK! CANCUN, ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $459 ♦ Tax! FLORIDA $159!
|Our Cancun Prices Are $100 Less Than Others' Book Now'!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners, 30-50* Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews & Videos At

At) PLACED BY

.

ADDRESS

..

PHONE

!

!

■*

'

TOTAL COS I $
I.XIMI-N'I ML I HOI)

AD COPY (please PRINT clearly):

www.Sprin9BreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
-(HI).

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call TODAY for a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Spring Break 2005
with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour
Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call
for group discounts.
I nfo/Reservations
1-800-648-4849.
www.ststravel.com

M«).

' Classified Ads must be prepaid. Cash, checks. Visa & Mastercard accepted.
Deadline for submittal is 12:00 PM on Mondays.

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
117 Donovan Annex Riihmond. KY 4(>47.r>
Phone: 859.622.1HH1 Fax: 899.622.2354 E-mail: proKress44eku.edu
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'The Eastern Progress is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads

